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Administration of the Controller's Organization
by
J. M. EMERY
Assistant to the Controller
Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company
Columbus, Ohio

and

W. B. WALKER

Assistant Controller
Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric Company
Columbus, Ohio

In this public utility company, the controller and his staff are we ll.
organized for the internal functioning of their department and are
also organized to provide, largely through an effective conference
schdeule, consultive services to management throughout the company.
Work and reports are likewise carefully scheduled and overall operation of the controller's organization is governed by a prepared manual, methodically kept up to date.

0

U

BUSINESS i s t h e

producti on,

transmission

and

distribution of

electric

energy to all who request it in the company service area. Tremendous

expansion typical of the industry has occurred in the company, particularly
since the end of World War II. The most important change is in the plant
account, in which dollar investment has more than tripled since the war years
to over $182 million at the end of 1955. Closely related to plant growth are
increases in energy sales and electric revenues. Despite technical operating
improvements and simplification and mechanization of office procedures, the
rapid expansion has required many more people. The effects on administration,
accounting and related functions are almost too obvious to mention. In this respect our business is no different from a manufacturing, retailing or other commercial organization. To explain how some of the problems have been resolved
within the controller's organization is our purpose.
M A R C H , 1957
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Defining — And Assigning — Responsibility and Authority
Shortly after the company became independent of previous holding company
affiliations (1946), the treasurer and controller functions were separated. The
corporate code of regulations was amended to define the office, duties and responsibilities of the controller as follows:
"The Controller shall be the chief accounting officer of the Corporation, responsible to
the Board of Directors. He shall maintain adequate books of account and supporting
accounting records for the purpose of recording the assets, liabilities and operations
of the corporation; shall formulate and maintain accounting policies which conform
with generally accepted principles of accounting; shall develop and maintain an adequate
system of internal check and control designed to safeguard the Company's assets; shall
prepare financial statements of the Corporation, inclusive of those required by the laws
of Ohio to be lard before the shareholders of the Corporation; and may be required by
the Board of Directors to attend meetings of the Board of Directors prepared to report
concerning the foregoing matters. The Controller shall have such other powers and
perform such other duties as are assigned to or vested in him by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee."
The duties of the controller had been defined and the job was now one of
organizing to perform these duties. The broad outlines of this development
can be stated briefly. First we took the "textbook" approach and a theoretical
controller's organization chart was prepared. Then the aptitudes, special qualifications and interests of various members of the staff were considered and an
initial organization chart was issued. With necessary rearrangements from time
to time, the present organization was developed. It is surprising how close
the final product approaches the theoretical organization chart. The controller's
organization, with approximately 230 people, now includes four departments,
each divided into one or more divisions headed by a supervisor. The divisions of
each department and its specific functions are shown in Exhibit 1 .
During the period of transition the controller's functions, set forth above,
were defined in more detail. Responsibilities and authorities of department
heads were also reduced to writing. Subsequently, written statements of responsibility and authority were prepared for supervisors and section and group leaders. These written statements were broad in scope but clarified most detail problems and questions regarding who performs the several functions. In defining
responsibilities and authority for the various positions, special emphasis was
placed on:
I. Review and approval of significant matters by the next higher level of supervision.

2. Making decisions at the lowest reason.
able level.
3. Management by exception.

After defining responsibility and authority, it was necessary to reassign certain functions as a matter of practical operation. Previous assignment of func854
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EXHIBIT 1

tion had been made on the basis of individual qualification or available time.
Activity on a larger scale required more logical placement of functions. We
believe that this is a key to efficient administration. It will be noted from Exhibit 1 that the accounting line and staff functions are definitely separated and
that all line accounting functions are the responsibility of one department head.
M A R C H , 1957
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In regard to authority and delegation, each department head and division supervisor, within his department or division, may:
I. Delegate appropriate portions of responsibility.
2. Establish organization structure.
3. Appoint employees to or hire personnel
for positions under his jurisdiction.
4. Recommend salary changes and approve
promotion, demotion, and the release of
personnel.

5. Administer all other personnel matters
including approval of such items as vacations, expense accounts, and job position descriptions.
6. Prepare and administer annual operating
and equipment budgets.

Communications and Control Through Conferences and
Correspondence
We make considerable use of meetings for several important purposes. A
number of regularly scheduled meetings are held and they have proved to be
a vital communication tool, perhaps the backbone of our administrative system.
Each meeting is planned in advance and conducted on an informal but businesslike basis. First, there is a committee on accounting policy. This group is
made up of six individuals including the controller and all department heads.
They meet every Monday morning at ten o'clock for a period lasting from thirty
minutes to two hours. An administrative assistant also sits in on these meetings
and performs the duties of secretary. The agenda begins with a brief report by
each individual of the significant activities during the past week within his department or area of responsibility. Also, any matters of general interest during
the coming week are reported. Particular problems of administration, policy,
and accounting are discussed. Relationships with other groups in the company
organization, and interpretation of company policies as they may affect the
controller's organization are considered. Specific problems or questions to be
considered are submitted in writing to all members on or before noon of the
preceding Friday. A record is made in the minutes of all decisions and actions
taken and a list is prepared monthly by the secretary of all open matters from
past meetings, requiring a decision or some action. It is amazing what a subtle
but effective persuader this list can be to all concerned.
For the purpose of discussing problems principally applicable to specific departments, a weekly individual meeting of one hour duration (or less) is held
between the controller and each department head. More detailed and specific
matters are considered by the two at this time and each department head prepares brief notes for consolidation into a weekly summary, copies of which are
furnished to all department heads. At that level, in order to communicate
856
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more directly and effectively with the division supervisors, each department
head has at least one regularly scheduled meeting with each of his supervisors
during the week. At this time, he relates the results of any decision or action
taken by the committee on accounting policy or agreed to in his meeting' with
the controller, which may affect the particular supervisor or his division. Likewise, the supervisor is afforded a regular opportunity to discuss with his department head any problem or question regarding the division operations.
Except for emergencies or other unusual circumstances, all operating matters and
problems are held for discussion and clearance at this time. Minutes are optional with the department head and supervisor involved.
It might seem that a great deal of time would be consumed with such
meetings. On the contrary, we believe that the elimination of interruptions
in daily work, as a result of scheduling these conferences at a set time for a
limited period, is a tremendous time - saver. And, as a result, there is a definite
tendency by personnel at all levels of supervision to make more decisions,
to better plan and schedule their work, and thus to operate more effectively
as members of the management team.
In addition to strictly business meetings once a month, except in the summer,
there is an evening get - together of all division supervisors, department heads,
and the controller. This is a combined social gathering and dinner, followed
by a general discussion program related to business. By way of illustration,
the topics of several of these meetings were as follows:
I. The director of rates and valuation explained his department's organization
and functions and answered questions
on the subject
2. A round table discussion on "The Supervisor's Role in Management" was held

3. A Christmas party, including all the
"bosses" (wives), was held most success fully
4. A presentation on "Electronics for the
Office" was made by several members of
the group, with most of the company
officers in attendance as guests.

The foregoing paragraphs give some idea of the scope and variety of communications effected through the use of meetings and conferences. Periodic
meetings are also held with the chief clerks of our several district offices because of the controller's functional responsibility and authority over many of
their operations. Here again, minutes are prepared and great strides have been
made in the past year in training and communicating with these individuals.
Another important element in communications, whether within the controller's organization, to top management, or to subordinates and other divisions
and departments, is correspondence. When the first controller's organization
chart was issued, few specific ground rules were in effect and, generally speaking,
supervisors signed all correspondence regardless of its nature. As the organizaMAR CH , 19 57
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tion structure was being clarified, authority to sign correspondence leaving
the controller's organization was generally delegated only to department heads.
In order to learn what type of correspondence was leaving the organization, information copies (containing a diagonal red line) were required, regardless
of who signed them. These copies were reviewed up the line of supervision
and provided information useful in improving control over operations. As
revised lines of authority and responsibility were set up, the present policy on
correspondence came into being. Today all routine correspondence may be
signed by division supervisors and "red line" copies are routed up the line of
supervision. In this way, with very little time involved, the administrative personnel are informed of what is going on within the organization. To keep personnel both within and outside the controller's organization informed, the controller's manual contains a complete procedure which outlines the routing of
correspondence both from and to the controller's organization.
Controller's Manual; Work Scheduling and Reports
As functional responsibilities were established, a need was recognized to consolidate, integrate and control existing instructions and procedures, which heretofore had been issued in the form of memoranda. Thus, a controller's manual
was established, containing information primarily for the guidance of supervisors and employees of the controller's organization. Because of its acceptance and
use, it is now distributed to all other departments of the company. The manual
contains complete explanation of the organization and functions of the various
departments and divisions of the controller's organization, the company chart
of accounts, certain general and administratvie procedures, and general procedures and instructions applicable to the several accounting areas. Although
preparation and maintenance is a joint function, the indexing, approval, preparation and distribution of material has been assigned to the methods division
to achieve uniformity and maintain control. The originating supervisor or department head is responsible for content and designates the required approval
and distribution. An illustration of our distribution and approval sheet, which
is prepared for each index number each time it is revised, is shown in Exhibit 2.
All material in the manual is reviewed at least annually and an accurate
and up -to -date record of distribution is maintained at all times. It is this control, coupled with careful preparation and editing of "not too detailed" procedures and instructions and the use of illustrative examples wherever possible,
that has made the manual so useful. It should be noted also, that several divisions of the controller's organization have prepared more detailed manuals
858
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of instruction and procedure applicable to their own operations. These manuals
are prepared and maintained solely within each division, although, in many instances, they make direct reference to and supplement the contents of the overall
controller's manual.
We believe that all of the topics discussed up to this point — organization,
meetings, correspondence and the manual —fall into the dual category of communication and control. The next (and last) topic is no exception as scheduling
of accounting work is one of our primary means of control and reports are our
main line of communication to management. After much experimenting, a very
detailed monthly closing and report schedule, based on elapsed time in working
days was developed. We can use the same schedule each month by merely
inserting the schedule and actual calendar dates. This closing schedule, exemplified in Exhibit 3, is supported by a number of additional work schedules.
Our meter reading is operated on a twenty-one day cycle. This schedule is important because it permits us to control and regulate the flow of work to the cenMARCH,
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EXHIBIT 3
tral billing office, thus eliminating work peaks. Likewise, due dates for payroll
time reports are established at the beginning of each year and distribtued to
supervisory personnel throughout the company.
Actual performance is recorded on the closing schedule each month, and is
posted to a summary schedule containing a column for each month of the year.
Administrative review of the summary quickly reveals where changes in schedule dates and times can be made to improve operations and speed up reports.
All of this detail leads to the goal of prompt and useful reports to management.
In addition to flash reports of revenue and other pertinent financial data, a series
of unit reports is prepared for each unit of company organization. These reports show labor, stores material, and other expenses for the particular unit only.
Functional totals are summarized for each major group in the company organization. Financial reporting is thus geared to the organization structure and
cost variations can readily be traced to responsible individuals.
Besides the routine day -to -day operations, there always seem to be many
special problems or projects which should be tackled but for which no one can
find time. This dilemma confronted us. Everyone tried to work on everything
at the same time. Results, instead of being creative, were chaotic. An attempt
was made to establish a detailed project control system but that was too complicated. Finally, a simple objective list was developed and it has been most help860
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EXHIBIT 4

ful in getting people to work on "first things first." A sample page from this
list —which includes a brief description of each objective, individual assignments, priority, and estimated starting and completion dates —is shown in Exhibit 4. In one year, over half of the listed projects were completed, a far better record than we dared to anticipate, and many more were in progress.

Results Are Achieved Through People
Very briefly we have tried to explain in this article the status of the controller
in our company, the structure and functions of his organization, and the general
system of delegation, communication and control. No matt er how use ful or
effective these techniques may seem, we are ever mindful that our major concern
is with people. To the extent that we can win the confidence, cooperation, respect and friendship of customers and fellow employees, the desired results will
be achieved. Toward this end we have attempted to spell out for people exactly
what is expected of them. Then; through meetings and accompanying minutes,
correspondence procedures, a manual, precise scheduling and improved reM A R C H , 19 57
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porting, we attempt to keep everyone informed and to implement the principles of management by exception.
Our keys to the door of good personnel relationships are principally three.
The first is informality. Every effort is made to maintain an open -door policy
and to minimize titles and differences in organization level. The next is training. This includes indoctrination of new people to make them feel at home,
an educational program to acquaint people with what goes on at the next desk
or in the other room, and an evaluation of performance discused frankly with
the individual. Finally comes participation. Emphasis is on the fact that team
results are more important than individual credit. We consult with employees
regarding changes in operations and procedures and solicit their ideas and suggestions. Whenever possible, these ideas and suggestions are adopted and the
principles of work simplification are encouraged.
Far from being perfect —which is impossible where people are concerned- the results achieved only serve to point up how much is yet to be done and
to confirm the general approach. Reductions in staff as normal turnover occurs
and a decrease of over fifty per cent in overtime hours, despite an increasing
volume of work, are specific examples of accomplishments to date. These savings, together with improved methods and procedures, have also enabled us to
temporarily hold the line on total costs of operating the controller's organization. Our goal is continued improvement of working relationships among people in the organization, better and more timely reports and other information
for management, and improved service to the most important people in our
collective business lives —our customers.
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Applying Accounting and Engineering
Skills for Better Controls
by
LEONARD W. MILLER

and

GEORGE R. KNIGHT

Managing Consultant

Consultant

Management Sevices Department
Arthur Young 8 Company, Los Angeles

Management Services Department,
Arthur Young & Company, New York

Using as an example the Jetting of useful control standards for material and labor against a background of small or medium -sized company operation, the authors contrast the attitudes of accountant and
engineer in these areas and discover that each can contribute something to the other to provide better control through more realistic
information.

of control systems as prerequisites for business
success has contributed significantly to the rapid and almost parallel growth
of the industrial accounting and industrial engineering professions since World
War II. If it were practicable to determine the amount invested by industry in
budgets, standards, inventory controls and other related controls systems, the
results would leave litttle doubt that industry is relying heavily on effective
management controls to meet today's challenging industrial market. The current
emphasis on establishing management controls, which almost invariably involve
some additional clerical costs, coincides with recent interest in reducing clerical
costs through such methods as automation and integrated data processing systems. It is imperative that all of the talents and skills of both the industrial
engineer and the accountant be utilized in devising effective control systems.

M

AN A GE M E N T S RE CO GN I T I ON

Two Types of Thinking
Let us look at the situation in most industrial organizations and see how
effectively the abilities usually associated with the two professions are being
utilized today. In most cases, we will find distinct areas of responsibilities
assigned to the separate industrial engineering and accounting organizations
and little, if any, sharing of these responsibilities. The following are a few
examples of management controls, the responsibility for which are assigned
either to industrial engineering or to industrial accounting:
MARCH,

1957
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Usually assigned to industrial engineering
I. W age incentive systems
' J 2 . Direct labor standards

4. Material usage controls
5. Equipment utilizalion controls

3. Maintenance cost controls
�

.

Usually assigned to industrial accounting
I. Indi rect labor budgets

4. Inventory investment controls

2. Raw material cost controls

5. Profit analysis and performance controls

3. Cost distribution systems

Does this apparent division of responsibilities for control systems permit
the maximum utilization of the skills of the industrial engineer and the accountant? We t hin k n ot! We agree that today's division of functions and responsibilities is serving management in producing sound control systems. However, this success in the development of controls is the result of a balance of
two separate views, rather than the merger of the two points of view. The
balance is struck by offsetting the accountant's approach in one control against
the engineer's in another. Does not this suggest that an intelligently planned
merger of the two will assure a more effective utilization of all available skills
in all controls?
Before continuing with the advantages of merging the "modus operandi"
associated with the professions, let us explore the differences in the two. Since,
in the majority of cases formal training is a prerequisite for both professions,
we may begin by examining educational differences. The courses offered to
accountants provide a thorough background in theory and principles with
emphasis on the analyses of financial position and of results of operations. This
emphasis leads the accountant to rely heavily on historical data in reaching
conclusions. On the other hand, the industrial engineer's training stresses the
utilization of scientific and mathematical techniques. He naturally tends to
employ these techniques later in his business career. Before making too many
enemies (or friends), let us recognize that these comparisons are not intended
as criticisms of either type of thinking. Many effective controls are based largely
on scientific or theoretical premises (e.g., time standards developed on laboratory analysis of motions). Others, just as effective, are devised from historical
information (e.g., personnel budgets based on experience ratios). Management can be served best by the control embodying consideration of both what
has been done (historical) and what can be done (scientific).

The Example of Standard Costs
The advantages of evaluating both the historical and the scientific side of
864
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problems in establishing control can be illustrated by considering the various
aspects of a standard cost system. Basically, we are dealing with controls over
material, labor and overhead, designed primarily to regulate expenditures.
Development and operation of the system involves the following steps:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Establishing standards or yardsticks for measuring performance
Devising systems for the collection and assimilation of data
Analyzing performance
Reporting to management

The remainder of this article compares the two approaches in a few of the
particular phases of the above steps and indicates the advantages of combining
efforts along both lines of thinking.

Developing Material Usage Standards
The task of developing material usage standards is usually assigned to the
industrial engineer. The approach taken varies in individual cases, but it is
possible to typify the engineering or scientific approach to such a problem.
Assuming no previous material usage controls exist, the engineer usually will
begin with an analysis of drawings to determine exact quantitative requirements
for each unit to be manufactured. Proceeding from that point, he will consider
the layout procedures to be employed and the dimensions of the raw materials
involved in the product. After evaluating these factors to determine theoretical
material requirements, he will attempt, through a scientific approach, to determine the manufacturing shrinkage or loss which may be attributable to shop
errors, shortages of material in ideal dimensions, natural shrinkage due to the
particular characteristics of the material, and other factors.
The engineer's approach to this type of problem will result in an effective
control over the utilization of materials. An important qualification arises, however, when we consider management's use of this type of control. Comparisons
of actual to standard usage will result in a difference theoretically representing
shop inefficiency beyond that considered normal or unavoidable when standards
were established. However, the shop loss factor and also the losses possibly
resulting from buying in uneconomic dimensions, as well as other losses are
determined against a scientific concept of what costs should be. But it is not
possible to know what degree of performance can realistically be expected
considering existing shop and purchasing conditions.
Had the accountant been consulted on this assignment, he would have tended
by inclination and training to consider historical information then available or
which might have been made available in arriving at the material usage standards.
MA RC H, 1 95 7
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For instance, establishing simple record - keeping functions in purchasing, layout and production areas for an interim period would have provided useful
historical data. Combining this data with the scientifically calculated shrinkage
factors, or perhaps modifying the one results by the other, would have permitted
the establishment of more meaningful standards for control purposes. The resulting controls would be more useful in that management would be aware of
the level of performance which could realistically be expected and could gauge
action in controlling performance accordingly.
We are not suggesting through this example that better material usage
standards could be established by assigning their development to accountants.
The technical aspects of the subject clearly place the basic responsibility with
the engineer. Nevertheless, this example clearly illustrates that utilization of
both skills will produce the most effective controls.
Setting Direct Labor Standards
Although we associate the industrial engineer with direct labor methods and
standards more than any other area, let us take a look, for purposes of example, at the methods the accountant might use in establishing labor standards
without the aid of industrial engineering. Assuming that the accountant has
a method of distributing actual labor hours and costs against product units,
he might pursue an historical method in arriving at a direct labor standard.
From accounting records he can obtain data which will give actual hours and
labor costs, product by product. The simple summation of total labor costs
divided by total units produced will provide an average actual labor cost per
unit. What can be more realistic or representative of labor costs than actual
costs?
However, considering the elements which went into this summation of costs,
we begin to recognize some of the pitfalls of using a strict historical average
of a standard. Any errors in record - keeping, such as an arbitrary allocation
or the charging of hours to the wrong product, will distort the unit cost. Historical records of hours and rates do not necessarily reflect the effect of lot
size, start up, or training on a specific product. The historical average tends to
ignore attainable performance by substituting past performance.
Now assume that the task has been assigned to an industrial engineer. Relying on one or more of the scientific measurement techniques available, the
industrial engineer can establish direct labor time standards for each element
or stage of the manufacturing operation. These standards will indicate the
labor requirements, in segments of time, for any or all of the steps required to
866
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produce or process the company's products. Utilizing one of the more scientific
techniques of measurement, such as a predetermined time value system, the
industrial engineer would be able to develop realistic labor standards based on
proven time values.
In developing such time standards, all elements for a given operation are
broken down into micro - motions, utilizing a left -hand, right -hand motion analysis. During the analysis, the engineer recognizes the advantages and efficiencies
of one motion pattern over another and establishes the standard based on what
he considers the "best" method of performing the operation. After a complete
motion analysis, the standard to perform the operation is simply the application
of time values (in this case, predetermined time values) to each individual
motion.
The time units applied to any motion or group of motions are not based on
values simply derived from past performance. These time values have been
developed and tested in the laboratory under scientific conditions or submitted
to scientific testing in actual application. The summation of these small increments of time, each reflecting normal or attainable performance, results in scientifically correct time standards.
Nevertheless, neither the average actual standard or the scientific time standard will provide the most effective management control. The first can only
serve to compare present with past performance. The second, while realistic
as a standard, may be unrealistic as a control unless tempered by conditions not
necessarily considered in establishing standards. The modification of the scientific standards by actual conditions not controllable by employees being measured will permit the most effective performance control. In other words, the
best control combines the element of normal expectancy supplied by the industrial engineer, with the elements of actual conditions provided by the figures
at the command of the accountant.
Devising Systems for Accumulation of Data
The benefits of combining engineering and accounting talents in establishing
standards apply equally well to the devising of systems for the accumulation of
data in a standard cost system. The responsibility for the development of systems for the accumulation of such data usually lies with the accountant and, in
many cases, the industrial engineer is completely excluded from the problem.
In developing the system, the accountant's training and inclination leads him
to give the greatest consideration to the reporting requirements of the system
and the clerical side of the accumulation operation. Typically, he tends to
MA RC H, 1 95 7
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underestimate the importance of shop conditions which could invalidate the
data basic to management reporting. For example, the comparison of actual
costs to standard costs requires a system of determining accurate production
counts in the shop. Omissions or inaccuracies in such counts would distort the
comparison and ultimately tend to mislead management. Inasmuch as the accountant would not normally be acquainted with all shop conditions, he might
easily overlook inspection problems, schedule revisions, and other situations
affecting the accuracy of reporting. Enlisting the aid of the industrial engineer
in the development of the data accumulation system would tend to minimize
systems problems resulting from failure to recognize the effects of shop practices.
Merging of Skills
Our formula for more effective management has assumed that the increasing
necessity for better management controls can be best satisfied by combining the
skills and talents of the industrial engineer and the accountant. The potential
results of this combination have been demonstrated by example. Some of the
indirect advantages of a closer working relationship between the two tend to
make the premise even more significant. Integration of information before
presentation is an especially inviting prospect. Instead of requiring management to balance one piece of information or control against another to arrive
at a decision, the "weighting" process occurs in the development of it, thereby
taking a load off executive shoulders. This "weighting" process is, of course,
nothing more than what has been suggested throughout this article.
If we consider carefully management controls as they exist today, we recognize that some degree of association of the engineering and accounting professions exists. In view of management's increasing reliance on controls, it is inevitable that a greater degree of association must exist in the future. The key
to more effective management controls lies beyond a superficial sharing of
thoughts and ideas. A merger of the skills and talents of the industrial engineer and the industrial accountant is a necessity if the results required by tomorrow's management are to be achieved.
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A Better Product Mix Recipe
Through Direct Costing
by HENRY RASCH
Chief Accountant, Charmin Paper Mills, Green Bay, Wisconsin

The application of direct costing techniques to the product mix
problem is pointed up in this paper. A budgeted product group
profit contribution statement, detailed by products as to direct costs,
is presented, accompanied by a similar statement of results achieved
and also a statement of relative profit contribution of products. Discussion of disclosures of these exhibits leads to consideration,
also illustrated, of determining o p t i m u m product m i x .

activity contributions that will result in the
T best profit recipe is our responsibility.
This paper deals with only one
HE SERVICE OF IDE NT IFYI NG

portion of the recipe to show how product mix can be measured more easily
through direct costing methods. However, it should at least be indicated how
broad the significance of product mix is. Answers to such questions as the
following may well provide the greater portion of the profit recipe for management:
I. The lowest price at which a product
can be sold without loss.
2. W hen to eliminate a product.
3. W hen to add a new product.
4. When to eliminate or combine a sales
territory.
5. When to add a new sales territory.
6. Where and how much money should be
expended to increase production and
sales volume.
7. What is the effect on profits when
material prices and labor rates change.

8. What is the effect on profits when selling prices change.
9. What the profit will be at any sales
level.
10. What should sales volume be to earn
a specific amount of profit.
11. W hat is the effect on profits when the
product mixture changes.
12. What products contribute the most
profit.

Direct Costing; Trends in Reporting
Much has been written on direct costing, but I would like to set forth a few
basic principles:
I. Direct costing is usually defined as identifying variable expenses in production
and carried then (only) through the inventories into cost of sales. Period or
fixed expenses are not identified to
production or sales volume and are
written -off during each accounting period
MAR CH , 19 57

below the marginal income figure.
2. The reflection of direct costs in a profit
and loss statement does not result in a
gross profit figure, but rather in a figure
showing the contribution to overhead
and profit.
869

3. In setting pricing policies and practices,
full product costs with mark -up ratios for

period costs must be developed for full
recovery.

The current emphasis in reporting is in the direction of achieving condensation, specific purpose and correct interpretation of reports. Operating reports
to management give at least a post mortem of the results which have taken place.
This is all well and good, but the important point to be emphasized is that the
time spent on this late reflection of facts could be utilized more efficiently on
forward planning -where the business is going instead of where it has been.
Decisions made now affect the present and the future but cannot change the past.
Budgeted, Actual, and Relative Profit Contribution Reports
However, specific examples are more important in this area than generalities.
In setting up for measurement and reporting of the profit contribution of a given
product we may find a situation in which many other products come from various
combinations of the same facilities. One simple solution to presenting the full
picture of product performance is to allocate the fixed expenses to the various
product groupings in total. An analysis by product groupings will then show

BUDGETED

PROFIT

BY

PRODUCTS

Product
1

Product
2

Product
3

Total

5, 0 0 0

8,000

7, 0 0 0

20 , 00 0

Sale s in D ollars

$ 100 ,000

$ 1 2 8 ,0 0 0

$ 84 , 0 0 0

$ 3 12 ,0 00

Va ri ab le D e d uc ti on s:
Direct M aterial
Di rect Labor
V a r i a b l e M a n uf a ct u ri n g Expe nse
V a r i a b l e S e l l i n g Co st s

$ 20 , 00 0
15,000
15,000
10,000

$ 36 , 00 0
20 , 0 0 0
18 , 0 0 0
14,000

$ 29,75C
14,000
12,250
10,500

$ 85 , 7 5 0
49 , 00 0
45 , 25 0
34 ,5 00

T o t a l V a r i a b l e D e du c t i on s

$ 60,000

$ 88 , 0 0 0

$ 66 , 5 0 0

$ 2 1 4 ,5 0 0

Profit Contri bution

$ 40 ,0 00

$ 40 ,0 00

$ 17,500

$ 97 , 50 0

40.0

31.3

20.8

31.3

S a l e s i n Unit s

% to Sale s
F i x e d M a n u f a c t u r i n g, S e l l i n g a n d
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e Co s t s

6o , 00 0

Ope ra ting P r o f i t

$ 37 , 5 0 0

% to Sale s

12. 0

EXHIBIT 1
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A C T U A L

PROFIT

BY

PROD UCTS
Product
1

AND

Product
2

PLA NT

Product

3

Total

5,500

8,200

6,000

19,700

Sales in Dollars

$110,000

$131,200

$ 72,000

$313,200

Variable Deductions at Standard:
Direct Material
Direct Labor
Variable Manufacturing Expense
Variable Selling Costs

$ 22,000
16,500
16,500
11,000

$ 36,900
20,500
18,450
14.350

$ 25,500
12,000
10,500
9,000

$ 84,400
49,000
45,450
34,350

Total Variable Deductions at Standard $ 66,000

$ 90 2 200

$ 573000

$213,200

Profit Contribution at Standard
% to Sales

$ 44,000
40.0

$ 41,000
31.3

$ 15,000
20.8

$100,000
31.9

Variance on Variable Deductions

1,300

500

Sales in Units

Profit Contribution at Actual
% to Sales

$ 45,300
41.2

$ 41,5DO
31.6

(700)
$ 14,300
19.9

1,100
$101,100
32.3

Budgeted Fixed Manufacturing, Selling,
and Administrative Costs

60,000

Variances on Fixed Costs

(

400)

$ 40,700

Operating Profit

13.0

% to Sales

EXHIBIT 2

what the profit contribution is and to what extent fixed expenses have been
covered. In addition to the profit contribution ratio, a return on investment
percentage can be determined for each major product grouping. These facts
contribute for making immediate and long -range decisions.
Exhibits 1 and 2 are illustrative. Exhibit 1 shows a condensed planned profit
statement for a manufacturing plant. It is broken down by individual products
and combined in total. It gives a clear picture as to what each product should
contribute towards fixed costs and profit. Product 1 is apparently the most desirable as it shows a ratio of 40.0 per cent, and Product 2 is second with a ratio
of 31.3 per cent, which happens to be the average for the entire plant. Product
3 is the least desirable with a ratio of 20.8 per cent. The allocation of fixed
manufacturing, selling, and administrative costs to the product group is shown
in total and deducted from the total plant's profit contribution to arrive at the
plant operating profit.
MA RC H, 1 95 7
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R E L A T I V E P R O F I T C O N TR I BU TI O N TO WA RD S F I X E D C O S TS AND P R O F I T S
( F o r P r o d u c t s W i t h i n a P r o d u c t L in e I n O r d e r O f D e c l in i n g P r o f i t a b i l i t y )
A n y P r o d u c t L ine
Bas ic P ro d u ct s
V a r ie t y
CC - l
AA -5
XX - 3
BB - 2
YY-7
AA -8
ZZ - 4
Etc.

AA

BB

CC
DD
XX
i � eTa� iv e� W i n k in g� `
1

YY
—

ZZ

2
3
4
5
6
7

Un it s
Per
Hour
—
25
14
18
10
12
7
17

P ro fit
C o n t r ib u t io n
Per
Per
Hour
Ur i t
—
- $ 4
$100
7
98
5
90
8
80
6
72
63
9
3
51

EXHIBIT 3

Exhibit 2 shows a condensed actual profit statement for the same manufacturing plant after reflecting product mix changes and variances. It will be
noticed that the standard profit to volume ratios remain the same by products
but that the ratio changes to 31.9 per cent for the plant as a whole as compared
to the budgeted ratio of 31.3 per cent. Due to a favorable variance of $1,100,
the actual profit contribution ratio becomes 32.3 per cent. This statement assumes that the plant operating time is the same under both budgeted and
actual circumstances. It shows that, although actual dollar sales are only $1,200
higher, the net operating profit is $3,200 higher, of which $2,500 is due to
a more favorable product mix and $700 ($1,100 -$400) due to better spending
performance.
Exhibit 3 can be prepared to show the relative profit contribution towards
fixed costs and profit for every product within a product line in order of declining profitability. It shows the amount contributed over direct costs to the
total fixed costs and profits of the company. The example shows the profit
contribution per unit and the extension into profit contribution per hour. It
considers only direct costs chargeable against the specific product, the difference
representing the "contribution" to profit. This can be presented on a profit
to volume ratio basis or, if machine hours represent a critical factor for evaluation, on a machine -hour basis.
Using the Data in Im proving Sales Mix
The question as to which products to stress in order to obtain the most
profitable sales mix has always been of prime importance to businessmen. The
amount of profit contribution, or the difference between the selling price and
the variable costs, tells how much each product is contributing to fixed costs and
872
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U T I L I Z I N G D I R E C T C O S T I N F O R M A T I O N F O R P R O D U C T MI X
1Abso - p t i o n C o s t B a s i s - P e r C e n t t o S a l e s
Pro d u ct T R
Pro d u ct T S
$12.60
$5. 50
S e l l i ng P r i c e P e r Unit
$9.62
$4. 18
Vari ab l e Co st s
2.07
1 1. 69
.65
4.8-3
Fixed Costs
$ - .-9 1
$ .67
Net Profit
7.2%
12. 2'%
to Sel li ng Pri ce
Di r e ct C os t Bas i s - P ro f it C on t ri b ut i o n P er Ho u r
Product TR
P r oduct T S
S e l l i n g P r i c e P e r Unit
$12.60
$ 5.50
Vari ab le C os ts
9.62
4.18
Pr of it C o nt ri bu ti o n T o ward s
Fix ed C os ts an d P ro fi t
Profi t Co ntri buti on R atio
Units P e r H o u r
Profit Cont ri but ion P er Hour

$

$

$

$ 86,580
29,260
$115,840
36,060
2 3 . 7 7o

Emphasi zi ng
Pro d u ct T S
100
200
30 0
4,500
14,000
18,500
$ 56,700
77,000
$133,700
$ 43,290
58,520
$101. 810
$

R e s u l t s of " P u s h i n g " E a c h P r o d u c t
Em ph as iz in g
Pro d u ct T R
200
Ho ur s - - Pr o d u ct T R
100
Product TS
30 0
Total Hours
S al e s in Unit s:
9,000
Product TR
7,000
Product T3
16,000
T ot al S al e s Units
Sales in Dol lars:
$113,400
Pro d u ct T R
38,500
Product TS
$151,900
Total Dollar Sales
Vari able Costs:
Product TR
Product TS
Total Vari ab le C os ts
Pro fi t Co nt ri bu ti on T owards
Fi xe d C ost s and P rofit s
Profit C ont ribution Ratio

1. 32
24 . 07 6
70
$92.40

2.98
23. 6%
45
$ 1 3 4 . 10

31,890
23 . 97 6

EXHIBIT 4

profits in the present sales mix. This information assists management to form
an opinion as to which products will add the most to profits if sales of these
can be increased. An example in this area will illustrate the application of
direct costing principles as applied to products and product lines. Which
product would you emphasize on the basic data shown at the top of Exhibit 4?
On the basis of these figures, it appears that Product TS is the most profitable
as it shows the highest per cent profit to sales. However, the center section of
MAR CH , 19 57
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Exhibit 4, using the same figures, disputes this assumption. They show that,
on a profit contribution per hour basis, Product TR is the most profitable, a
situation opposite that of the previous illustration. The effect of pushing Product TR over Product TS in producing a higher profit is demonstrated by assuming the situation as to product sales mix reflected in the bottom section of the
exhibit. The result illustrated is that, by concentrating additional selling effort
on the promotion of Product TR, an additional profit of $4,170 can be realized.
Fixed costs, of course, remain the same for both conditions. More total profit
can be achieved in this manner without increasing selling prices and without
reducing costs, with the same utilization of operating time.
Improving the Profit Picture
The profit picture of a company can be improved by resorting to any of the
following methods:
I. Increase selling prices and maintain current sales volume.
2. Increase sales volume but maintain current sales price.
3. Improve the product sales mix with the
use of selective selling techniques applied in conjunction with direct costing.

Emphasize the products with the highest
profit to volume ratios on a critical factor basis.
4. Reduce variable expenses.
5. Reduce fixed expenses.
6. Reduce the number of basic products,
varieties, operations, handling, etc.

The final answer (if there is such a thing as a final answer) lies in what
manner profits can be increased. Is it per cent profit to sales? Is it profit per unit?
Is it per cent return on investment? Is it profit per machine hour? Is it total
profit? Is it profit per share of stock? The correct answer is probably a combination of the above items with the emphasis on total profit contribution.
Direct costing is one of the tools of management that can assist in making a
final decision as to how to increase the total profit contribution.
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A Reliable Operation Report in 24 Hours
by ROBERT R. TASTOR
Chief Accountant, International Heater Co., Utica, New York
Certain advantages as to composition of costs and existence of statistical information made issuance of a preliminary operating report each
month more practicable in the company serving as background here
than (possibly) in others. However, it is evident that the goal was
not attained —nos is it maintained — without exercise of industry, alertness, and judgment. Application of these forms in any operation
might well reveal circumstances permitting similar accomplishment.

of this paper is to describe how we provide our management
T with a skeletonized
operating statement the day after the end of each accountHE PURPOSE

ing period without (and this is a most essential point) interfering with or disrupting the normal flow of bookkeeping data for the final statements. The preliminary story we present, which we liken to newspaper headlines based on
bulletins ahead of the full story, has been reasonably accurate despite the high
variability of production yield among the four major lines of products we market
and the variability of distribution expenses from month to month in our highly
seasonal industry.
We had for some time been supplying an educated guess on the first of the
month as to what the net profit might be at the sales volume attained but had
not attempted to compile the information in a systematic manner. However,
the expansion of our distribution and sales force during the post -war years
stimulated a study of the feasibility of preliminary operating statements, i.e.,
how accurate they could be made and what the additional work load would be.
We discovered in our search that:
I. We had the necessary tools and information to accomplish the job without initiating any changes in our bookkeeping
flow. We did consider it advisable to
issue deadlines for the completion of
summaries and reports, to prevent undue
delays in completion of our estimates.
2. By making use of the information we
already had available, the preliminary report could be a by- product of closing
and would require no great amount of
extra time to prepare.
I The nature of our company's operations
suited itself well to preliminary reporting.
Of every cost dollar of inventory, a roIetivaly small per cent consists of labor
M A R C H , 1957

and plant overhead. An unusually large
share of our manufacturing labor and
overhead is incurred by a subsidiary
which bills us in the same manner as any
other major supplier. The bulk of every
cost dollar, therefore, represented materials purchased from other suppliers,
including the subsidiary mentioned.
4. Our standard costs and distribution and
financial budgets, prepared each year,
supplied basic information as to cost and
expense flow, from which variations could
be measured up and down as the sales
volumes attained each period became
known.
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Our preliminary operating report, as eventually developed, contains figures
for the following elements:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Net sales.
Standard cost of sales.
Gross margins on sales at standard.
General, administrative and selling expense.

5. Miscellaneous financial income and expense.
6. Plant variances.
7. Net profit on operations of the plant.

There is no attempt to provide any sub- account details here, for we are preparing headlines at this point not the complete story. Naturally, in putting the
preliminary report together, major variances are spotted and briefly analyzed
in order to point out either favorable or unfavorable results achieved in relation
to the sales volume attained.
Net Sales, Standard Cost of Sales, Gross Margins
The section of the report from sales to gross margins utilizes, in our case,
the information most readily available at the end of the month or the first day
following. Gross billings are analyzed each day by product lines and sales
territories, and standard costs are applied. The grand totals of all sales and
costs are posted each day to a summary for reconciliation and proof and accumulated to the end of the period. These figures, copied on to a preliminary
report worksheet enable gross sales, costs and gross margins to be known at any
time during the month and the total available as soon as the period ends.
From the gross billings must be deducted credit memoranda issued customers,
prepaid freight on shipments if any (the majority of shipments go out with
freight allowed on the invoice), accruals of early season discounts (additional
discounts offered for stock purchases in advance of rush season), and any miscellaneous cost adjustments on shipments previously processed. These deductions, in summary form, are either already available at end of month or, in the
case of early - season discounts, can be ascertained by referring to the customers'
accounts receivable ledgers (which serve double duty as sales statistics cards
built into the accounting machine installation). Credit memos are summarized
in the same manner as billings, although not with the same frequency. Prepaid
freight is a columnar total in the cash disbursements journal. Exhibit 1 reflects
running summary of billings, costs, and billing adjustments.
General Selling and Administrative Expenses
In addition to the more obvious benefits budgets afford for control of expenses
and profit planning, the long hours spent developing a planned and budgeted
flow of expenses at the beginning of the year enable us to take much of the
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EXHIBIT 1

guesswork and tedious searching out of obtaining workably accurate and practical general, selling, and administrative expense figures to compare with the
gross margin section of the preliminary report. As in the development of our
gross margins estimate, the general expense estimate is built without disturbing
the normal flow of data required for the final and formal reports. Using the
detailed budgeted level of expenses for the period as the basis for the end -ofmonth estimate, we arrive at a comparatively quick "actual" figure by measuring plus and minus factors from budget rather than wading through the entire
list of accounts in the expense ledger for totals. On a percentage basis, the
planned general expense for the month can be broken down into three basic
categories: fixed portion 45 17c, items which can be definitely pinpointed at
attained sales volume 15 %, and all other 40%.
Thus it is that, in our case, to measure actual general, selling and administrative expense against budget, at least 45 percent of the elements are, for all
practical purposes, already available at end -of -month without any preliminary
account analysis. Of course, policy changes or changes in basic levels of salaries
and /or personnel cause variations between actual and planned, but these differences are known well in advance of the end of the month and the original
budgeted expenses are revised accordingly. Items in the fixed group are, in a
functional listing— salaries, payroll taxes, property taxes, fire and liability insurance, depreciation, utilities, heat, engineering consultants' fees, publication
advertising, etc. In a matter of minutes, then, the variations which may occur
in this group can be noted on the preliminary report worksheet.
Items the amount of which can be definitely pinpointed at attained sales
volume, although relatively light in comparison with the total of all general
selling and administrative expenses, contains and discloses a variance element
MARCH,
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which can be measured swiftly and almost to the penny. The major items in
this category are cash discount on sales (available in total from the cash receipts
journal), commissions on sales (contract per cent of individual commission
territory sales), and provision for salaried salesmen's year -end bonuses (obtained from each territory sales and salesmen's expense worksheets). In the
case of salaried salesmen's bonuses, the following data is available on the first
of the month:
I. Each territory's gross billings (in total
only, not by products as yet.
2. Total credit memos issued in the territory.
3. Prepaid freight and early season discount accruals.
4. Each salesman's base salary for the
period.

5. Each salesman's territory expenses on a
field salesman's expense worksheet.
Usually the field expenses for the last
week of the month are not yet in and
an estimate based on the average of
each man's first three of four weeks
must be made. Accruals charged to the
territories, such as auto depreciation and
auto insurance, are already on the worksheet.

The group of remaining general expenses (40 percent of total) contains the
elements which, though not classed as unpredictable, can be termed the unknown quantity in that they should, and most often do, follow the planned
annual forecast but do not necessarily occur in the period being measured..
These elements, therefore, must be analyzed in greater detail than the groups
already considered. Here again, the job falls on the supervisory accountant and
the analysis is made as the normal flow of posting goes on. We have a machine prepared cash disbursements journal in which the bulk of the general ledger
posting is accumulated simultaneously with machine check- writing. Practically
all of the cash disbursements journal items are already in their appropriate
accounts. The end -of -month accrual of suppliers' invoices is concurrently
being posted to an accounts payable journal and general ledger. Most of the
major expense accounts are being hand - analyzed in detail by accounting clerks
as the sources of posting develop. These analyses were not initiated to facilitate
the preliminary report but are necessary for the development of the regular
formal expense reports rendered each month as supplementary management
information. The supervisory accountant, by borrowing these hand analyses
while in preparation and by concentrating his attention on the items falling
under the third category of general expenses and comparing them with forecast expenses, can complete all the information required to calculate total of
general, selling and administrative expenses for the period, with exception of
invoices still to come in on the second or third day of the new month. As to
these, concentrating on the major and sizable accounts, phone calls to various
department heads are made, asking for information on commitments made or
materials already in but not invoiced as yet.
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Plant Variances
As mentioned earlier in this discussion, plant labor and overhead, in our
operating picture, are a relatively light portion of each cost dollar. However,
variances from standard fluctuate in a wider pattern (in per cent of annual
plant variances) from period to period than do general expenses. Their effect
on the total net profit of the company is, of course, smaller. For that reason,
we feel it unnecessary to spend as much time developing this section of the
preliminary report but, by use of a few pertinent and up -to -date sets of available statistics, we are able to forecast total plant variances with reasonable accuracy. Our company utilizes a standard cost system with standard burden rate
for each department applied at the beginning of each year. Standard direct
labor is adjusted as required during the year. The plant variance consists of:
Direct labor variance
Indirect labor variance

Operating supplies variance
Volume variance
Purchase variance

To measure these elements of plant variances quickly, we use the following
data, which is available in total form by the end of month. A study of our
immediate past experience indicates certain direct relationships between this
data and actual past variances:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Unit production planned for the period.
Actual unit production for the period.
Direct labor hours planned for the period.
Standard direct labor hours for actual
units produced.

5. Direct labor hours actually paid for
actual units produced.
6. Indirect labor hours planned for the
period.
7. Actual indirect labor hours for the period.

Putting these figures to use (the totals above at this point are totals only, not
breakdowns by models or types as yet), we can apply past experience ratios and:
I. Estimate volume variance through the
relationship of Nos. I and 2 above.
2. Estimate direct labor variance through
the relationship of Nos. 4 and 5 above.

3. Estimate indirect labor variance through
the relationship of Nos. 6 and 7 above
and also, with reference to the actual
level of production in No. 2 and the
planned level in No. I.

Relying on these historical ratios alone could result in estimates at complete
variance with the actual performance reflected in the final operating reports. It
is the chief cost accountant's task to make adjustments in our forecasts for the
ever existing "non- recurrables ", such as major maintenance expenses, experimental costs, re -work of defective materials, which would not be reflected in
unit and labor statistics above. In effect he then modifies our rule -of -thumb
ratios and, in addition, gives us the operating supplies variance forecast. His
primary sources for his adjustments are "material used" tickets issued for all
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consumption of materials, invoices charged to the plant overhead control account
in the general ledger and payroll summaries for each pay period.
In our operation, any major item of plant expense other than strictly direct
production work, such as alteration of a production department, is assigned a
shop order number and all labor and material incurred for this expense are accumulated under this number until the work is completed. Any such expenses
are easily referred to by appropriate number and a rough total is possible to
obtain without reference to a multitude of related charges during the period.
Of course, we must rely on the cost accountant's proximity to the plant superintendent and engineers for knowledge of what is on tap and to be expected in
the last days of the period and which have not been reported by the first of the
month. Purchase variances are charged directly to a variance account in the
general ledger and are available as quickly as the majority of the expense items.
The Preliminary Report Has Its Roots in Already Available Data
We must add that no two companies could gather and assemble data in the
same fashion and come up with a reasonably correct preliminary report. We
have attempted to show only how our company has met the problem of informing our management as to its accomplishments as soon as possible. Any company with a detailed cost budget capable of division among the three major
categories of fixed, directly variable, and semi - variable can produce an accurate
preliminary report without the necessity of waiting for all bookkeeping mechanics to be completed. We must build the report from a variance from expected angle rather than a complete search of the entire list of accounts.
The system of budgets, while the primary requisite for preliminary reports,
would be relatively uselesss for this purpose if the basic set of actual performance data referred to in this paper were not available quickly. Here again,
statistics such as planned and actual units produced, standards and actual direct
labor hours, total sales and costs, etc. were not introduced and compiled for
the purpose of preparing the preliminary report but have been reported to
management on a day to day basis for cost and inventory control for some time.
The preliminary report is a result of rather than a cause for current, day -by -day
management information.
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Telling Mr. Brown What He Wants to Know
by ALBERT F. HACKETT
Controller and Office Manager, C. J. Bates & Son, Chester, Connecticut

In this succinctly told incident, the question of an operating man,
based on a summary figure in a plant operations report, caused the
accounting group concerned to analyze causes of changes in results
(which were complicated by the fact that shipments are made both
to customers and to other plants of the company) and to come up
with a report — detailed because detail had been inquired for — which,
upon study, was serviceable in several significant operating decisions.

for your firm, how often have you heard the
phone ring and a voice at the other end say, "Mr. Brown (or whoever it
may be) wants to know why the year to date 1956 brass mill operations indicates
a sales increase over the same period of 1955 of 32.2 %, while profits for the
period have increased by only 2.3c7o ?" Such a statement could cause you some
uncomfortable hours if you had no practical method of analyzing the condition.
Fortunately, such drastic contrasts between sales and profits rarely exist but significant trends of like character do quite frequently present themselves. The example given in this paper sets forth such a critical picture and presents a practical
method of financial statement analysis as a means to a satisfactory explanation.
The XYZ Manufacturing Company manufactures coils of brass strip from bars
of brass cast in its own casting shop, sells the strip to commercial consumers (outside strip), the fabricating and cupping operations of the metals division (deliveries for fabricating and cupping) and to other manufacturing divisions of the
company (other plant). The metals division of the company operates fabricating
and cupping departments for which brass strip is manufactured by the mill operations. This mill is the major plant operation set forth on the year -to -date management report. It is with this operation that Mr. Brown, vice - president for
operations — metals division, is concerned. Exhibit 1 indicates what he saw on
the report which occasioned his telephone call.

A

S THE PLANT ACCOUNTANT

Opening the Facts to Review
Mr. Brown's acquaintance with the operations of the metals division enabled
him to understand the sales and earnings conditions of the fabricating and cupping operations. However, in his present position, the mill operations, which
formerly were not his concern, came under his jurisdiction. He was only partly
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EXHIBIT 1

familiar with the operation and, therefore, could not fully understand the conditions for the mill operations stated on the management report. As a result
of Mr. Brown's question for an explanation of the year -to -date sales and earnings —mill operations, the statement shown in Exhibit 2 was prepared. This
statement, prepared by the metals accounting group, was precisely what was desired. The following principal observations were made:
I.

H i g h e r selling pri ces and in cr ea se d vo l um e had resulted in c r e a t i n g t h e hi g he r
sales re ve n ue ,

2.

This br ight pi ctur e w as s har ply off set and
alm ost e l i m i n a t e d by g r e a t l y inc re as ed
m e ta l cost an d c o nv e rs io n c h a r ge s .

Through further study of the statement, it was also noted that outside strip
sales at 58.6 per cent of the total sales volume had a profit spread of only 46
cents per hundred weight, when the increased selling price was weighted against
metal and conversion cost increases. This emphasized that the mill operations
were showing a slim profit only because volume was increased sharply over a
like period of the preceding year. Conversion costs (the labor and overhead
required to reduce cast bars to coils of brass strip) on sales of strip to the fabricating and cupping operations improved over the previous year. Of particular
interest in this category was the improvement in cost of sales to cupping operations, which experienced a 49 per cent decrease over 1954. What caused this to
be so? Why did higher volume of outside and other plant sales tend to reduce
these conversion costs.
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Prices had been increased by the company in proportion to those made by
competitive producers and additional increments could not be reasonably considered without the possibility of seriously jeopardizing an excellent industry
position. Therefore, Mr. Brown pondered upon the practicability of using greater
quantities of scrap metal as against the present policy of higher virgin metal
content. If such a change in manufacturing process was possible and still produce high grade metal to customers' specifications, to what extent could metal
costs be reduced? Finally, he wondered, were we under pricing sales of strip
to the fabricating and cupping operations and thus penalizing the mill operations, so that these operations might show a healthier financial condition than
would be possible if they were obliged to purchase metal from an outside mill?
Mr. Brown's original question had brought forth a concrete sales, cost and earnings analysis. The analysis, in turn, brought new observations which, when presented to the plant management and accounting groups, created new efforts to
reduce costs and increase profits.
Investigating the Implications
A cooperative effort between the accounting and engineering groups revealed
the following facts:
Although total overhead had increased compared with the preceding year, heavier
gauge metal being produced for the fabricating operations bettered conversion costs.
In the case of the metal produ ced for the cu pping operations, a sharp decrea se in demand resulted in less a bsorption of overhead costs. However, increased volume of outside and other plant sales, plus orders ca lling for grea ter adherence to close tolerances,
resulted in higher conversion costs for these product lines. Demand for a particular
alloy, with which the mill had a considerable production problem was considered to be
the chief cause of increased conversion costs for outside strip. (It should be noted that
tota l mill overhea d is assigned directly to product lines on the ba sis of volu me. Thus,
the grea tly increased volume of outside strip ca rried the higher proportion of increased
overhead.)
1.

2. The engineering department investigated the possible use of greater quantities of
scrap metal as a means of arresting the spiraling market conditions. It found that labor
and overhea d costs wou ld increase somewhat in ca sting scrap meta l over that of virgin
metal. However, if quantities of scrap metal were sufficient so as not to impair production schedules, the lower cost metal (lower by approximately 7 1/2 per cent as compared
with virgin metal) would produce the sa me high grade metal to customers' specifications at an overall saving of approximately 17 cents per hu ndred weight.
3. In rega rd to pricing sa les of strip to the fabrica ting a nd cu pping operations, it was
found that the selling price on strip to fabricating was being understated by approximately 70 cents per hu ndred weight du e to an a rithmetical error. On the year -to -date
basis, this added $2,800. to the sales revenue from sales for the fabricating operation.
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The Importance of "Why"
The financial analysis and subsequent findings provided management with a
firm basis upon which to continue and plan future operations. Above all, a correction had been made, a reasonable explanation had been received for increased
conversion costs, and the savings to be gained by the use of scrap metal had been
disregarded due to inability to secure sufficient quantities plus the fact that it
offered little relief in a rising market. Not to be overlooked is the fact that the
original analysis requested brought forth a collective effort on the part of the
metals cost accountants and plant engineers, thus creating an interest not previously attainable. A financial study of the type presented here brings the industrial accountants to the direct attention of management. Reports of this nature separate the bookkeeper from the accountant. They open new avenues of
interest and investigation. Most important of all, they make of the plant accountant an actively thinking member of the management team. With similar
financial reports which aid in making top level management decisions, Mr.
Brown knows —but only if the accountants know the why of their figures —what,
when, where, why and from whom be can get the facts.
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Time Control Program for Installation Contracts
by CHARLES M. BOWEN
Manager, Budgetary Control Section, Industrial Div., York Division, Borg - Warner Corporation,
York, Penna.

Execution of an installation contract is only a degree or two more
critical than other processes in its requirement for coordinated operations if sundry delays are not to he very costly for the company.
Any industrial company with more than one department faces comparable problems, even if it is only inventory accumulation. Hence
the attention given in this article, and in the company it reflects, to a
time control program may have, not only intrinsic interest but
broader adaptability as well.

W
� /E

HAVE TRIED to u til ize the Cl ock and the calendar for the benefit of our

customers, our employees and our stockholders. This article describes how.
Our company, in its industrial division, manufactures and installs large air
conditioning and refrigeration systems under contract. It has a total annual sales
volume between forty and sixty million dollars. The average length of a contract is six months, with a minimum of one month and a maximum of eighteen
months to two years. In each major problem confronting an operation of this
sort time is an important factor. In dealing with this, we often use the word,
"scheduling," which is merely a means of planning time. A lack of proper
scheduling or time control, as we like to call it, can obviously be costly. It
is for this reason that we have inaugurated a time control program.

The Problem — and an Illustration
A little additional background in characteristics of our operation is needed
here. The basic elements of the installation such as the compressors, condensers,
coolers, intercoolers and air conditioners, are manufactured in one plant in York,
Pennsylvania. These units are then shipped to a job site, are combined with
certain purchased items such as motors, electrical controls, etc. and are finally installed in the building where other operations such as water piping, duct work,
insulation, and electrical wiring are performed In general the basic parts are
more or less standard but the many combinations of different standard -size elements make a production -line type of manufacturing inapplicable. In short, almost every contract has certain characteristics which require engineering and
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manufacturing attention. If a job shop which manufactures standard products
is not a contradiction in terms, this is it.
The theory behind a time control program is basic. It means drawing and
engineering, production, shipment, installation, erection, and testing must
be scheduled to the satisfaction of both manufacturer and customer and closely
tied in with building availabilities, subcontractors' performance, and financial
planning and forecasting. Other aspects could be added and each one could
be expanded upon at great length but space will not permit. However, to more
clearly understand the problems presented and further determine how they
affect the profit and loss statement and balance sheet, let us investigate one
of them in some detail.
The most rigid from a time standpoint could be erection. Picture, if you
will, a new multi -story building in New York City where the air conditioning
equipment is to be installed on the roof. It obviously cannot be installed until
the roof is ready. When the roof is ready to receive it, the foundations must
have been prepared and, if they are concrete, set for the proper period of time.
Then a rig or crane must be available. City authorities must be contacted for
permits to block traffic, both motor and pedestrian. The equipment must be
trucked in and arrive at the exact time. If it arrives one day early or one day
late, new permits must be obtained, additional rigging costs are absorbed, and
possible truck demurrages result.
Picture another situation in connection with erection. Let us suppose that
a fifteen story hotel of, say, 1,500 rooms in a downtown metropolitan area is
air conditioning all its rooms with a central station system individually controlled in each room. It is customary to install the primary equipment in the
basement and run water piping to all rooms to feed individual units in each
one. The pipes to all floors are called risers and, in most cases, only two rooms
on a floor are fed from one set of risers This means that certain rooms, each
directly above the other, must be closed and unavailable for occupancy until
the risers are installed, holes in ceilings are replastered and painted, pipes are
hidden, feed pipes to units are installed, units are installed and finally the
entire system is tested for leaks. On some occasions, such as at convention
times or other extremely busy seasons, permission cannot be given to close off
any rooms. In this case, steamfitters must be laid off and rehired when rooms
again become available. The use of the freight elevator in such an installation
is another major factor in programming the installation.
The Contract Manager and His Job
The entire time control program crosses departmental lines, i.e., sales, enMAR CH , 19 57
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gineering, manufacturing, procurement and accounting. Hence it is necessary
to have representatives of all these departments become a part of the program..
with some one person to oversee the whole thing. For this reason, the position
of contract manager was created. He is the keystone of the plan and becomes
all- important. He must be a person of some authority who is able to make
decisions, and must be able to settle differences between department managers,
since the performance in one department, such as manufacturing, may follow
and depend on the performance of engineering or sales. He must know procedures so as to know how and when to shortcut. He must know the financial
end of contracting to be familiar with profit margins and returns on investment.
In short, he must be a part of management.
His job starts when a contract is sold, by knowing the job, the products
involved, the wanted date, the price, and the estimated gross profit. By knowing
these items, he has all the basic tools with which to work and among them are
the two limits between which he must accomplish his task. These are the date
the contract is sold and the date the contract must be completed in order to
satisfy the customer's requirements. If the contract has a penalty clause, the
time control program becomes immediately necessary to prevent payment of the
penalty. Thus, one short clause in a contract may make the idea of time control becoming cost control a very real thing.
How does the contract manager perform his task? Obviously he cannot do
it alone. His first step is to seek the help of those who are going to produce
the job and to guide them to meet the all- important ending date. To do this,
a very simple form (Exhibit 1) has been developed which provides a means
of allowing every one concerned to plan his portion of the job. This form shows
its six major elements. When completed, the form is nothing more than an
overall timetable of job progress. Each department manager is required to
fill in completion dates beside his operation. The scheduling of these major
functions can be done either by circulating the form to each manager and then
returning it to the contract manager or through a conference with the managers
represented, together or individually. Since this is to be an accurate timetable, there is much planning and scheduling in each of the various departments
before a date is resolved. When dates are established and the schedule is returned to the contract manager, he reviews it to see that the timing is in line with
requirements of the customer. If scheduled dates are such that conditions of
the contract are not met, it becomes the duty of the contract manager to call the
parties together to see where and how the dates can be improved.
Too often, without time control, a situation exists which prevents a date
from being met until it is too late to do anything about it. In a like manner,
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cases have been known in which the end date of the contract crept up to within
a few weeks with more than a few weeks' work still to be accomplished. What
normally happens? The usual reaction is to pull out all stops, work all the overtime possible, put on a second shift if necessary, and get the job done. And
what happens to costs? They start soaring. With one simple form, such as
we have described, and the proper analysis of it, these far too frequent situations can be eliminated.
Accommodating Revisions in Completion Dates
However, perfection is seldom reached with one attempt and likewise the
first schedule for a contract is not always the end schedule. In long -range
contracts, conditions can change for any number of reasons and may alter the
schedule. Material shortages can delay production, numerous elements may
delay the job site, strikes can close plants. There are many others. And so, as
these delays affect the basic operations of our contract, they must be recorded
to determine the effect on the ultimate goal —the end date. To achieve this,
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another form, a status report (Exhibit 2) must be prepared. It must include
more detailed information than that shown on Exhibit 1. On this form, the
contract is broken down into its integral components and for each one, a
scheduled delivery or completion date is shown These status reports can be
revised once a week, once each day, or as the change occurs. We have found the
most suitable time is when the change occurs. This alternative immediately
supplies pertinent information to all interested parties.
For example, let us assume that a contract calls for a 300 horsepower electric
motor for which delivery has been scheduled for March 5. On February 20
notice is received that shipment of the motor will be delayed one month. This
could have costly effects. If the motor must be installed on the same base as,
the compressor and the compressor is scheduled for completion March 1, it
might be advantageous to hold up work and concentrate the labor force on.
another job. Or it might be deemed advisable to complete the compressor,
ship it on schedule, and have the motor shipped directly to the job site and
installed there, with a possible saving in transportation.
Many examples could be given but the point we are making is that with
a proper time control program trouble or delays can be spotted when they occur
and, by attacking these delays immediately, we can often save much in the way
of excess costs. It must be emphasized here that the status reports must be
for major components of the job and judgment must be exercised as to how
much detail is to be scheduled. Without sensible reasoning or with an attempt
to schedule each minor nut and bolt, a time control program will break down
under its own weight of paper.

The Accountant's Role In the Program

So far we have discussed various phases of the time control program along
lines of material, procurement, manufacturing, engineering and other functions.
One might ask how the accountant fits into the picture. To answer that, we
must carry the whole program over into dollars, which can be done simply by
the magic touch of a contract estimate. By reviewing the status report with
the contract estimate, we can quickly determine selling prices for each of the
major elements which are listed and, by further looking at the scheduled
dates for each of the items, we can obtain scheduling dollars of sales volume by
date. In order to summarize all of this information, we have used a summary
schedule shown in Exhibit 3. This reflects each contract on the books and
details the dollars of sales volume we should expect to realize each month from
each contract. By adding the monthly columns, we can determine what our
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EXHIBIT 3

total sales volume should be. The summary schedule, since its inception, has
become an all- important guide post for management through the accountant
by providing the following information and usage:
I. Forecasting sales volume—By adding
each monthly column, an accurate sales
forecast can be determined for any given
number of months.
2. Forecasting gross profit —Using the estimated gross profit ratio for each contract and applying that ratio to the
monthly sales volume to determine the
gross profit to be realized on each contract each month, the expected gross
profit for the month can easily be obtained.
3. Forecasting inventory levels — Knowing
costs to determine inventory relief and
also knowing labor, material and over-

head charges to inventories, we can
quickly determine the expected inventory level for the next few months.
4. Determining cash requirements — By a
study of subcontractors' dates, purchased
material deliveries, and erection labor
forecasts, cash requirements beyond
those normally used in factory operations
may be forecast.
5. Assisting sales effort — W ith some dogree of interpretation, the summary
schedule may be used to determine in
which months more sales are required or
which ones are booked solid from a manufacturing standpoint.

In short, we might call the summary schedule the crystal ball of management.
Here again, however, the contract summary schedule must be revised periodically
to reflect changes in order to serve its useful purpose.
The Contract Management Committee
One final step must be taken to make sure of the results desired from a
time control program. This is to establish a committee to review periodically
all information which has become available. The committee must be composed
of individuals of some authority from all phases of the business, including
sales, engineering, purchasing, production, and accounting and should be
chaired by the contract manager. It should be the committee's function to
meet regularly, preferably once a week, and to review critical contracts and
report to management on their status. It must be the committee's duty to know
MA RC H, 1 95 7
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each such contract and be cognizant of the difficulties involved. It is in these
committee meetings that decisions must be made whether to work overtime in
manufacturing or in engineering, whether to ship without a motor, and whether
to hold up production on one job and concentrate more on another to meet
changing time tables. The accountant on the committee is its watchdog. His
duties are to inform the committee of the scheduled sales volume, what costs
are involved in making certain decisions, what cost reductions can be assumed
from other decisions, and generally transpose the entire thinking of the committee into dollars and cents.
There is one other problem which confronts a business of this type and
frequently comes to the attention of the contract management committee, although it might be referred to top management for final decision. This is the
problem of customer change in "wanted" date at the last minute. All too
frequently, products are completed and ready for shipment, or partly completed
to the point that changes in shop scheduling are impractical from a cost standpoint, when a customer wires that shipment should be held up for a stated
or, in some cases, unstated period of time. We have stressed the need for
customer satisfaction. However, on this point we must view the problem more
selfishly if we are going to operate a time control program. In the last analysis,
this benefits the customer. The sales engineer must inform the customer (from
the start) that, when he requests shipment and completion on a certain date
he will have it —and both parties will be bound by the date. Here again, a complete, well organized and well executed time control program is the ultimate
answer.
Time Control Musf Be Programmed
Time control is profit control in an untold number of instances in an untold
number of companies. It is achieved through a deliberate program. To you
presidents, sales managers and other executives who know that time is money
and who dread the sound of the telephone bell for fear that another dissatisfied
customer is on the wire, we ask "Do you have a time control program ?"
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Factors to be Considered in Designing a
Production Control System
by H. E. METCALF
Senior Member, Management Consulting Staff, Scovell, Wellington 8 Co., Springfield, Mass.

The system used to regulate the quantity of production and its timing
through elective schedules which run from the purchase of raw ma.
terials to the shipment of the finished product can he designed and
organized to function effectively only if all operating conditions are
provided for hecause a manufacturing plant is essentially a single
unit. This article outlines the major factors that must he recognized
in order to tie in properly a production control unit with the sales,
purchasing, manufacturing, manufacturing service, personnel and financial departments.

to be considered in designing a proT duction control systemandareconditions
of such a number and so varied in character
HE ORCUbtSTANCEs

that practically every phase of a business is involved. The extent to which any
particular phase is involved and the degree to which the circumstances and
conditions existing must be considered will, of course, vary markedly with
the nature of the concern. A company engaged in mass production presents
one type of problem. A job shop which may seldom produce exactly the same
product twice presents a distinctly different problem. Nevertheless, the factors
to be considered in designing a production control system in either case are
similar. This paper discusses those factors which usually have to be considered
in a plant of medium -size with a somewhat varied line of products.
The Basis: Product Requirements
Consideration should be given first to establishing a detailed list of the products involved. This probably sounds extremely elementary, but it is surprising
how seldom even like products can be handled in exactly the same manner from
start to finish. Certain products may be provided for, and sold from, inventory.
Others may be standard products but produced only to order. Still others may
be special products which usually are produced only to order. The first two
variations may be found in a single line of standard products. It is, therefore,
well to know at the outset even the slight differences between products.
With a complete list of products available, a considerable amount of data
with regard to each should be accumulated prior to making any attempt to deMAR CH , 19 57
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sign any phase of the production control system. Bills of material stating the
exact specifications of the materials used and the quantity per unit of product
should be obtained or arrangements made to have them prepared. Similarly,
operation or route sheets setting forth the sequence of operations, together with
time allowances expressed as set -up and operating time per unit of product
and the tooling necessary to meet the time allowances, should be obtained or
prepared. Both the bills of material and the operation sheets require further
study. With regard to the bills of material, economical purchase quantities
should be established, material procurement times should be determined and
the existing "inventoried" and "bought -to- order" data should be clearly noted.
Similarly, with regard to the operation sheets, economical manufacturing quantities should be established, the necessary time allowances to move materials
between operations should be determined and some additional time allowances should be set up at operations which require a bank of work in process
ahead of them.
One of the first uses of such data concerning each product is in establishing
the time in process. The term "time in process" has far more meaning than
the manufacturing time involved. It refers to the amount of time which must
elapse between authorization to release an order and completion of the order
ready for shipment. It takes into consideration the time to process an order in
production control, the material procurement time, the set up and running time
for all manufacturing operations, both direct and indirect, the move time between operations, the bank of work in process required ahead of certain operations, and the time to accumulate a number of parts in storage for issue to an.
assembly operation if such operations are involved. This time in process should
be established for each part involved in a product and for the product as a
whole. The detailed data for each part should be developed in such a manner
that the time prior to the required completion date that each operation should
be performed (including that of purchasing) is readily available. The summarized data with regard to the product as a whole must be based, of course,
on the components requiring the longest time in process. At the outset, the
time in process data should be developed in terms of normal, economical manufacturing quantities at normal operating levels and should reflect the generally
prevailing blend of products. Later, it may be necessary to vary these conditions,
depending on requirements.
Relationship With Sales Requirements
The time in process data for each product as a whole serves as the basis on
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which to establish the time prior to a selected completion date when the sales
department must issue firm orders as to its requirements. This tie -in between
the sales department and production control must be very close. There must
be complete agreement between the two departments that the sales department
will provide a schedule of its requirements sufficiently far in advance of the
necessary completion date to allow for the agreed upon time in process. In
establishing these requirements each product must be considered on its own
merits. Some products may be sold from inventory. In such cases, the time
in process and a schedule of advance sales requirements reflecting it is of great
importance because, unless the sales requirements are exactly the same day after
day, the inventory position will become out of balance within a short period if
such requirement schedules are not provided. Other products are made only to
order. For these, the time in process determines the delivery date that the
sales department can promise and this can vary materially as the volume of
such orders increases or decreases.
The sales requirement schedules, in all probability, will show only the quantity of each product required at a given time. This information is seldom sufficient to make sure of completion of the schedules on time. Consideration should
be given to the problem of interpreting this information into other schedules
which can be used readily by those responsible for producing the requirements
on time. Usually, some means must be developed through which the quantities as requested by the sales department can be "exploded" into the corresponding required quantities of component parts and /or raw materials. The
bills of material already discussed will serve for this purpose and the result is
a listing of the required purchases and a list of manufacturing orders.
Relationship With Purchasing and Production
With a knowledge of what must be purchased and what must be produced,
it is then necessary to determine when the purchase orders should be placed
and when the manufacturing orders should be released. The overall time in
process for any given product will usually be found to depend on the procurement time of only a few materials and /or the manufacturing time of a relatively few parts. In the interests of economy, it is not usually good practice to
purchase or manufacture too far in advance. Application of the detailed data
accumulated in establishing the time in process for each part to the list of purchase requirements and manufacturing orders will result in the determination
of schedules which will indicate when each purchase order should be placed,
when each manufacturing order should be released, when each manufacturing
MA RC H, 1 95 7
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order should be at each operation involved and what the hours are required
(load) at each operation at specific times. During the development of this procedure certain other factors must be considered. Provision must be made to
combine parts common to several products into single orders and, where materials are taken from inventory rather than purchased or manufactured for each
order, provision must be made to replenish these inventories.
If purchase and manufacturing schedules prepared as described are adhered
to, the sales requirements should be produced efficiently. Consideration has
been given to economical purchase quantities, economical manufacturing quantities and the proper direct and indirect time allowances. Materials are due to
be received as needed. Manufacturing order release dates have been established
which reflect the availability of material. Dates have been established indicating
when each order should be processed at each operation. And finally, time required at each operation on a specific date has been determined. The latter
can be compared with the available capacity, thus allowing time to correct for
over or under loaded conditions even before the release of the schedule. The
need for adherence to the schedules by all concerned has been mentioned. Certainly, this is necessary for proper results but perfect adherence to any schedule is seldom possible. What is equally if not more important is notification
to the production control department immediately of any deviation from the
established schedules. With the entire schedule available, the production control department should be in a position to evaluate the effect of any deviation
and to initiate corrective measures in a manner which will cause the least upset to
the remainder of the schedule.
Consideration should be given, then, to establishing procedures through
which the production control department
be able to follow the progress
of each item on the schedules. With regard to purchasing, the production control department should know what orders are placed and when. There should
be a purchase order follow -up system under which purchasing can notify production control ahead of the due date that materials will not be received in accordance with schedule. And, of course, the production control department
should be apprised of the availability of materials immediately upon receipt.
With regard to the manufacturing follow up, the production control department should know immediately when materials are withdrawn from stock as an
indication that an order has started in process. Following this, production control must continually receive reports of the progress of each order, operation by
operation, as it moves to completion. All of this information is necessary to
enable the production control department to know the current status of all orders, to maintain proper inventory records and to continually develop current
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unperformed workload data at each manufacturing operation. The latter data
are an indication of progress in themselves and a necessity in planning personnel requirements.
Emphasis has been placed on the fact that the production control department
should be notified immediately of any deviations from schedules in order that
the effect of these deviations may be evaluated and corrective measures initiated.
Provisions must also be made to communicate the net effect (the effect of the
initial deviation less that of the corrective measures taken) to the sales department. The sales department is faced with the problem of satisfying its customers and the job will be made considerably easier if the customer can be contacted prior to the expected delivery date.
Form and Procedures Always Important
It was not intended that this paper include a discussion of the forms and /or
Procedures which could be used in developing a production control system.
Nor was it the intent to discuss just how such forms can be prepared or how the
procedures can be carried out. Nevertheless, the design of forms and the development of the detailed procedures are two other factors which must be given
attention. The forms and procedures should be as simple as possible under the
conditions existing and the procedures should be routine, with as few as possible being of the type which require use only when and if certain events occur.
The question as to how procedures are to be carried out is another factor
to be considered at the time that forms are being designed and procedural details established. There will be inventories to be maintained, material requirement and manufacturing schedules to be determined and prepared, load charts
to be maintained and a number of transactions and dispatching and follow -up
reports recorded, prepared and communicated to several individuals. Each item
must be considered by itself and in relation to all others in order to determine
whether it can be handled by hand clerical work, by semi- automatic equipment,
by completely automatic equipment, or by a combination of any of these methods.
Throughout this discussion, no mention has been made of personnel. This
is an extremely important factor and one which should be considered in relation to the conclusions reached with regard to each step to be incorporated in
the production control system. A sound procedure is of no value if the available
personnel either can not or will not carry it out. Procedure and the assignment
of work and the responsibility for it are sometimes dictated by the ability and
characteristics of the available personnel. In the end, however, the quantity and
MAR CH, 19 57
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the quality of the personnel needed must be determined and the duties, responsibilities and authority of each job clearly established.
An All-Departments Projecfs
In summation, it may well be restated that the factors to be considered in designing a production control system involves nearly every phase of the business.
The sales department is involved in its preparation of sales requirement schedules; the engineering and methods and standards departments are involved
in the development and maintenance of data through which the sales requirement schedules can be interpreted in the form of purchase and manufacturing
schedules; the cost (and other) departments are involved in establishing economical manufacturing quantities; the financial (and other) departments are involved where any discussion of inventories is required; the purchasing department is involved in the acquisition of the required materials; the manufacturing
departments are involved in producing the sales requirements; the personnel
department is involved as a result of load data developed; and lastly, service
groups such as tool control, inventory control and maintenance all have their
functions in the operation of, and must be given consideration in the design
of, a production control system.
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Cost Reporting in an Advertising Agency
by
KENNARD WEBSTER
Partner
Jackson b Zaenglein
Rochester, New York

and

C. G. UFFELMAN
Assistant Treasurer
Charles L. Rumrill 8 Co., Inc.
Rochester, New York

Costs by client feature the reports developed under the procedure here
described and contain gross, marginal, and net income figures. The
types of actions available when dealings with a client reveal no
contribution to net profit (or a negative one) are indicated. Adequate
cost and revenue individualization of accounts is presented as now
necessary to the advertising industry and acceptable and helpful to
account executives.

ONSENT DECREES

entered into with the courts by various associations in the

C advertising and publishing fields have raised doubts about the future of the

15 per cent commission upon which advertising agencies have depended for
their income. For years that portion of the gross cost of magazine and newspaper space and radio and TV time was rebated to the agency by the media,
a continuation of practices started when agencies were principally space brokers.
This new situation brings about the necessity for consideration of some substitute methods of billing for the agencies' services which will be fair to both
the client and the agency and will conform to legal requirements.
Far from destroying the agency system, the decrees may well increase both
the number of services required and the amount of compensation for such services. It will surely increase the negotiations between advertiser and agency as
to the method of billing and the amount of services. The keeping of accurate
records of time and services becomes of utmost importance to an advertising
agency.
Revelations and Usefulness of the Report Developed
The cost system presented in this article has been in operation for over five
years at Charles L. Rumrill & Co., Inc. It is accepted by agency and client
alike as an equitable measure of costs and expenses. The agency is medium sized with a total annual sales volume of five to six million dollars, 45 per cent
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in consumer accounts and 55 per cent in industrial accounts. The latter poses
a particular problem. Unlike consumer advertising, industrial advertising consists principally of low unit -cost insertions. Producing these low unit -cost insertions has always been a problem for agencies attempting to live within a
gross budget of 15 per cent of billings. It has been general practice in this
particular field to supplement commissions by billing additional service fees.
The cost system described here was installed largely to provide a fair basis for
service fee billings. It may be said in advance of more particular description
that the first cost reports which we developed surprised everyone. Some high volume accounts, always considered as backbones of the agency, showed very
low margin or even losses. Comparatively low budget accounts were, in some
instances, contributing substantially to agency profits. The information gave
top management a completely new perspective on agency operation and it gave
our clients a picture of our problems in a manner they could understand.
The cost system was designed as simply as accuracy would permit. There
are only six people in the accounting office. The load has been carried by existing personnel with the cooperation of the rest of the agency in giving us
time reports. An accounting machine already available was used for tabulation.
We had a little trouble at first in convincing high - salaried account executives
that they should spend time making out time reports, but they finally accepted
the obligation and are now first in line to receive the resulting cost reports.
The reports indicate where to concentrate attention. The data points out rather
clearly that it is as dangerous to put too little time on an account as too much.
We have increased our service to clients with this philosophy.
The approach to construction of the reports is to allocate every expense to
the clients except taxes on income. Our cost sheets then show net profit before
taxes and by client. We accumulate this information daily and weekly and
run our reports quarterly. (We started out with monthly reports but found
that seasonal fluctuations, time involved in producing jobs, etc., made the
month too short a period for proper analysis.) The completed report is the
Individual Client Operating Statement as shown in Exhibit 1. The book basis
is our Chart of Accounts (Exhibit 2) which is fundamentally the American
Association of Advertising Agencies' list of object accounts, further subdivided
for our particular operation. Methods of preparation of the report are discussed in the paragraphs which follow, in order of appearance of items on the
individual client operating statement.
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* I n us e . r e p o r t a l s o c o n t a i n •

EXH IBI T 1

Total Billings
Office copies of all billings include gross -sale price, cost (outside cost of
placing the advertising) and net commissions. Originally, separate bills are
prepared for each billing classification (media, mechanicals, etc.) and filing of
office copies is in the same order in which these billings will be accumulated for
cost purposes. The actual cost run appearing on Exhibit 1 is done on the
accounting machine, which accumulates the total of each bill in a non -print
register and throws the total sales by classes into the actual column for the
quarter. The budget figure is picked up from the budget summary (not shown).
Each horizontal line of the report is a separate machine cycle. The five columns on the right of the statement are proof and pickup columns. The report
is completed through the "total gross income" line in this billing run. In practice, the billing section and the direct charges and the general and administrative
expense sections below it are run concurrently on the machine for accumulation
of automatic down totals. The machine operation is not started until all necessary information has been accumulated. The statement is thus produced in one
continuous operation.
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EXHIBIT 2

Di rec t Cha r ges a n d G en era l a n d Ad min is t r a t iv e Expense
Direct charges are divided into three categories:
I. Direct salaries (from individual time
sheets).
2. Overhead on direct salaries (by depar t ment on dir ect labor doll ar basis).

3. Accounting handling or dir ec t cl ient expense (from unit tickets derived from
accounting machine vouchers payable
run).

As to direct salaries, all personnel submit weekly time sheets by client (and
product divisions within a client if desired) showing hours worked, to the
closest one - quarter hour. Non - productive time is also shown, to account for
total hours worked. This record is the basis for all subsequent prorations and
dependability is essential. Service personnel, such as the administrative officers,
accounting department, personnel director, receptionists, etc., do not submit time
sheets. Their salaries are charged to "non- productive departments" from the
payroll register. These time sheets are presented to the accounting department
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S U M M A R Y

W O R K

S H E E T

D I R E C T L A B O R B Y C L I E NT AND D E P A R T M E N T
AL L O C A TI ON OF D E P A R T M E N T A L OVE R HE AD B Y C L I E NT
Cl i e nt
No . 1
Hr e . A m t .

Ar t D e p t .
Pe r s o nn e l
No . Ra t e
101
110
Ill
112

5. 5 7 0
7. 162
4. 2 4 4
2. 4 8 3

183
184
185

.1 . 5 1 7
3.862
1.5 17

TOT AL S
Burde n - 1 . 3 6 2 7 0 %

Cl i e nt
No . 2
Hr e . Amt .

Cl i e nt
No . 3
Hr e . Amt .

19 3 /4 110 .01
1/2

1
35'1/4

3. 5 8

7.16
149.60

Cli e nt
No . 36
Hr e . Amt .
3 1/ 2
67 1 / 4
186

1

1/ 2

1.52
37

.7 6
142.89

2
9 1/ 2
6

3. 0 3
36. 69
9. 10

1 7 9 3 / 4 5 7 0 . 4 7 76 1 / 4 2 4 8 . 6 0 181 112 6 3 4 . 2 8
40 6 . 9 0
86 4. 33
77 7 .3 8

3
2 1/ 4

77 4

To t a ls
(D e p t .
Only )

19. 50
48 1 .6 4
46 1 . 8 4
4.55
8. 6 9

27 67 .8 2
37 7 1. 7 1

4172 15 160. 69
206 59. 47

Co p y De p t .
203
21 8
219

5.8 35
3. 18 3
2. 7 4 3

247
26 3
28 6

1.517
3. 97 9
3.7 14

TOT AL S
Burde n - . 8 3 1 7 8 %

4 3 / 4 15. 12
4 9 3 / 4 136.46

1

3.98

58 1 / 4 1 7 0 . 0 8
141.47

1 1/ 2

8.75

314

2.06

4 1/ 4

16 .9 1

18 1 / 4

4
6

23 . 3 4
19 .1 0

15 3 /4

23 . 8 9

2 3/4

10 . 2 1

9 9 . 2 7 199 I / 2 6 1 5 . 7 2
82 . 5 7
512 . 14

225 1 / 4
3 1/ 4

71 6 .9 7
8.91

83 1 / 4
122 1 / 2

126.29
487.43

45 6 3 / 4 1 4 3 6 . 2 4
1.1 9 4 . 6 4

37 7 5 1 / 2 134 11. 97
1115 5.81

Cli e n t To t a ls
Di re c t S a la r i e s
De p t . O v e r h e a d

250 5. 59
3284.62

1929.85
22 47 .5 9

23 80 .9 3
24 05 . 9 8

79 86 .3 2
91 87 .0 2

EXHIBIT 3

weekly and proved for total hours. The hourly totals are then transcribed
to keysort tickets for future sorting by department and client. The first sort
is by department, then by employee and client within the department. Cards are
accumulated by quarter and summaried as shown in Exhibit 3, which provides
totals by client. It will be noticed that employee numbers are used, rather than
names, to maintain confidential payroll information. When an individual client
operating statement looks bad, this time summary is the first source document
examined for reasons. The value of this summary has proven its worth over
and over again. It shows in one place the total time in hours and dollars by
worker and department for each client. Total direct labor dollars are transcribed
to the work sheet (illustrated in Exhibit 4) for incorporation in the main report (Exhibit 1) by the accounting machine operation.
The overhead apportionment in Exhibit 4 will be noted. It is apportioned
to clients by using departmental overhead rates on a direct labor dollar basis.
Direct labor dollars were considered a better distribution factor than direct
labor hours because it costs more to keep high salaried personnel at their desks.
Departmental rates were used for two reasons:
MAR CH , 19 57
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SUMMAR Y WORK S H E E T
E X P E N S E AN D B U R D E N AL L O C AT I O N S B Y C L I E N T

Dir ect
Salaries

1
1 2
0 3

2505.59
1929.85
2380.93

32 84 .6 2
2247.59
2405.98

98 .5 5
36.49
16 7 .2 9

1908.85
1470.23
1813.88

7986. 32
72446.53

9187.02
78011.47

258. 67
4842.45

6084.28
55192.47

#

Client

Depar tment
Overhead
on D ir ect
Sa la ries

# 36
T OT ALS

General
Administrative
Expenses
( . 7 6 1 8 4 76 )
&

Direct
Client
Expenses

EXHIBIT 4
I. Variation in direct and indirect salaries
among departments.

2. Variation in other expenses, such as
space occupied, stationery, supplies, club
memberships, etc.

The first step in the apportionment is to record quarterly departmental expenses on a work sheet. This work is set up in the same manner as the chart
of accounts shown in Exhibit 2, plus a total column. The sheet is footed and
cross cast. Occupancy expenses are prorated by square foot of space occupied
and new totals entered. The direct salary dollars accumulated on Exhibit 3 are
subtracted from these totals to arrive at net indirect salaries and expenses for
each department. Overhead rates are computed and entered on Exhibit 3 for
allocation to clients. The general and administrative rate is computed on total
direct salary dollars and entered in Column 4 of Exhibit 4. Using Exhibit 3,
we extend overhead rates for individual clients, by departments, and foot and
crosscast overhead figures. Totals are entered by client in Column 2 at Exhibit
4, for later use by the machine operator. Using the general administrative
rate in Column 4, we compute overhead allocations on direct salary amounts
in Column 1 .
The sheet is now completed except for direct client expenses. For purchased items, a unit ticket is automatically produced from the voucher payable
run on the accounting machine. Other items, such as unbillable jobs, etc., are
handled by journal vouchers. These unit tickets are sorted by client, totalled by
adding machine tape, and entered in Column 3 of Exhibit 4, which is totalled,
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proved to the general ledger, and turned over to the machine operator for use
in preparing the individual client operating statement.
All information for the statement has now been prepared. It is run on the
machine and net profits (representing net profits before taxes on income) are
proved to the statement of profit and loss.

Meaning of Profit Items on the Client Statements
Total gross income on each statement is an actual figure dependable without
mental reservations. Profit before general and administrative expense takes
account of direct salaries, other costs such as travel, entertainment, unbillable
items, etc., plus proration of departmental expenses (but only those necessary
to keep a worker at his work) so as to yield a marginal income figure. If a
cost statement is in the black at this stage, then the client is contributing towards our general and administrative expenses and our profit. If a cost statement is in the red at this stage, this fact is a signal for prompt attention. Net
operating profit requires deduction of all other expenses in the period in which
incurred, except taxes on income. This is the amount available for division between the government and the stockholders and for future expansion of the
firm. These reports by client enable management to take one of several steps
to correct difficult profit situations. In general, these actions fall into three
classes:
I. Discussion with client as to amount of
service he really wants. In several cases,
clients suggested that we discontinue
certain services to bring our profit into
line. In other cases, they offered to pay
for extra services, either on a service -byservice basis or as a guaranteed annual
return to the agency.
2. Rearrangement of personnel to provide
less expensive help to bring costs in line.
3. Agreement for a guaranteed annual re-
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turn. Since some companies have complex marketing problems which require
the services of specialists and highly
trained personnel, the agency has been
faced with the problems of providing
them at a profit. In the light of the
total job and of the time and costs involved, the agency has been able to
offer a realistic total cost for such services which is fair to both parties. The
cost accounting figures provide a solid
non - controversial basis for negotiations.
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Cost Reporting for a Poultry Enterprise
by MARVIN TODD
General Cost Accountant, Maine Broilers, Inc., Brunswick, Maine

Little has been published to date on the cost methods employed by
the agricultural segment of the nation's economy. Here is a brief
de.rcription of the operation of a system used by a grower of broilers.
Unfamiliar as the industry may be to most, it will be observed by
the reader that the basic cost pattern (revealed here by the cost sheet
illustrated) is more familiar. The company operates under a contract
arrangement with growers and maintains a working foreman -type relationship with them.

has seen a variation of on- the -farm sales
T prices from a dollar a pound to as low
as sixteen cents. In the days of the
HE COMM ERCI AL POU LT RY RAISER

dollar price, cost accounting was not the essential that it is today.
The broiler -fryer segment of the poultry industry, to which this article is confined, has expanded nearly four times over the past ten years. Consumption in
the country averages approximately sixteen pounds per person and, with an increase in population of two and one half million persons per year, the industry
is faced with an even greater potential.

The Operating Structure
Our company is a corporation engaged in the business of growing and marketing live poultry as broilers or fryers. The company itself, has no physical
assets, such as land, buildings, or equipment, nor do we employ labor on an
hourly basis. The plants we operate are structures owned by individuals, either
built specifically as poultry houses or else converted, such as dairy barns. Labor
is performed by the owner of the property on a contract basis. This is what is
called "contract growing" in the industry and is the most common practice
utilized.
The agreement to which we work with our growers requires us to furnish
day -old chicks, feed, fuel, litter, medicine, supplies, insurance on the birds, and
supervision. The grower is obligated to supply buildings, equipment, and labor.
These are usual arrangements. Many variations of other contract provisions may
occur. The contract may contain an agreement to split the profit or loss equally,
or on some other basis. Or the grower may elect to take a straight rental of his
buildings based upon square footage by floor space available for housing. The
rental basis is the one which we use. In return for his labor in caring for the
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chicks and furnishing buildings and equipment, we pay the grower one cent
per week per chick started and allocate one square foot of floor area per chick.
Thus, if a grower has a building containing 12,000 square feet of usable floor
space, he is paid on the basis of $120 per week. Of the $120 weekly agreement, we pay one -half or $60 each week the chicks are in the plant. When
these chicks are sold at the market age of ten and one half weeks, we pay the
grower the other half, after adjustment for mortality. When a lot of chickens
is sold from a plant, it is necessary to remove the used litter or bedding and
replace it with new and thoroughly clean the equipment, such as feeding and
watering troughs, the heating stoves, etc. To accomplish this work, we allow
the grower ten days before we again put in chicks.
In all pay plans there should be some incentive. We have one. We depend
heavily on the grower to keep mortality to a minimum. To help us keep on top
of the problem, we adjust the grower's final check on the lot to the actual number of chicks sold from his plant. Thus, if only 11,500 chicks were sold to
market, his average weekly pay for the growing period would amount to $115 —
per week (numerical ratio of 11,500 chicks to 12,000 square feet). Mortality
in poultry might be compared to rejects in a manufacturing operation, but the
only salvage value is information to determine cause of death, gained from an
autopsy of the birds. This service is most often rendered by the State Agriculture Colleges and is resorted to only in cases where cause of demise is doubtful. Control of mortality does not rest solely with the grower. Twice each
week an experienced supervisor calls upon the grower to observe the health of
the chicks and ascertain that the company principles of feeding and management are being adhered to.

The Cost Sheet: Detail Record of Lots Sold
Job order costing is natural to our operations. Our cost accounting department is tied closely to top mangement as decisions, whether immediate or far reaching, ultimately depend upon results of business as outlined on our cost
sheet (Exhibit 1). The cost figures shown are for explanatory purposes only.
We have attempted to bring together in this one form all pertinent facts which
should be known when evaluation of the results of a lot of chickens is made.
The first block of the form is a replica of our sales invoice and forms the
base on which all costs per pound of meat are figured, as well as cost per chick
sold and also our labor cost, inasmuch as the total number of chickens sold,
reported here, determines the number of chickens the grower will be paid for.
MAR CH , 19 57
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Tr u c k
No.

3
4

Tar e
11 ,30 0
12 ,5 0 0
11 .70 0
11 ,50 0

Net
8 ,8 7 0
8 ,6 4 0
8 ,7 8 0
8 .7 3 0

TO TAL

8 2 ,0 2 0

4 7 .0 0 0

35 ,02 0

1
2

Dat e
St ar t e d
1. 112 8/ 57

Breed
4412
X412
9412
/412

S. R

/412

Nu mber
Sold
9 ,5 8 6

Age
When So l d
1 0 wea k.

A , W W 1..
3,6 8 0 4
3,6 2 5 6
3,6 2 0 6
3 ,6 8 6 6
3.6 5 3 2
P u rchase Order
o r Inv o i c e N o .
Inv. #52

l
3,6 53 2
P e r L b . Meat
.0 3 0 8
.0 2 7 4
.1 2 1 3
. 0084
.0 0 2 6
.0 0 1 0
.0 0 0 2
.1 9 3 7

F eed Re co n ci l i at i o n
Co n ess mpt t o n pe r P en She et •
Co ns u m pt i o n p er C o st R ec o r d
Var i an ce ( - )
H Av e r ag e Co s t p e r 100 -1b.
L
Ba g F e e d
0
Mo rt a l i t y
No. Bi r ds Invo i c ed
L P r e su m e d 2 1 . E x t r a s
To t al
Le es No . Bi rd . S o l d
Mo r t al i t y
Le s s P e n S h e et M o r t a l i t y
Unac co u n t ed F o r:

% Of Mo rt al i t y: 00. 1458
F e ed C o n v er si o n : 2 .6 0 1 3
Of To t al Co st
1 5 .9 0
14 . l 5
62.62
4.34
1 .3 4
1 .0 3
.52
10
100 7s

9 0 ,8 0 0 L b . .
91, 100 L b . .
300 L b . .

Se as o na l Av er a ge : 1. 5062
T o t a l L b . . So ld: 35 ,0 2 0

P er C hi ck So l d
1124
1000
.4 4 3 1
.0 3 0 7
.0 0 9 6
..9 0 7 4
.0 0 3 7
0010
.7 0 7 9
.

14

Va ri ab l e s
Chi ck Co st
La bo r C o s t
Feed Cost
F u e l C o st
Li t t e r C g s t
Mo d. Co st
Su pp l i e s C o st
In su ra nc e
To t al Co st

Hi st o ry:

Dat a
So ld
4/1 2/ 57

Ja n u a r y 12. 195 7

Se x
5. R.
S. R.
S. R.
S. R.

.

B
L
0
C
K
3

Br ee d
& Sex
/4 1 2 S. R.

9 .5 8 6

Dat e:

.

t

Mo rt a l i t y:
Av er a ge Wt .

oozo

2.

,

/

Nu m ber
St a rt e d
9.700

R E P O R T

No. B i r d .
2 .4 1 0
2,38 3
2 ,4 2 5
2 ,3 6 8

.

B
L
0
C
8

SALE S

So l d To :
P i n e St a t e P o u l t . Co .
TRUCK WE IGHTS

Gross
Wei ght
2 0 .1 7 0
2 1 ,1 4 0
2 0 ,4 8 0
2 0 ,2 3 0

1

2

Lot: A5

%

B
L
O
C

Jon

Se as o n al Av e r a g e
1204
109 3
.5 2 3 8
.0 2 4 6
. 0119
. 0050
.0 0 1 0
.0 0 1 5
.7 9 7 5

Br an d O f F ee d - Mt . Katandi n % s of To tal
Ch i c k S cr a t c h
1,80 0
4.0
S t a r t e r M a s h 7 3 ,9 0 0
81. 1
F i n i s h e r M a s h 15 ,40 0
16 .9
To t al
9 1 ,9 0 6
1001.

$ 4 .6 6

9 .6 0 0
192
9.79 2
9.58 6
206
202
4

Bag R eco n ci l i a t i o n
Beg i nn i ng Inve nt o ry
Pu rchased
To t al
Lees Sal es
Ba l a nc e
Le s s E n di n g In ve n t o r y
Unac co u n t ed F o r:

Th e s e b i r d s s u f fe r e d a l i g ht ca se o f co cc i d i o si s

®

Far m.

100
914
1 ,0 1 4
692
322
312
10

5 w ee ks o f ag e.

EXHIBIT 1

One might wonder at the difference in the average weights of the different
truck loads of birds, as shown in the last column of Block 1. These chickens
were raised in a two -story poultry building and, quite often, weight differences
develop because the birds on the top floor of a building will not develop equally
as well as those on the first floor, due to excess heat, poor ventilation, etc. The
average weight as recorded at the bottom of the far -right column is the figure
on which results of the entire lot are based.
Most of the columns in Block 1 are self - explanatory, with perhaps the exception of the sex and breed columns. "S.R." in the sex column refers to
straight run ", i.e., as the eggs hatch. Here the division of sex is nearly always
half cockerels and half pullets. However, this will differ according to breeds.
We have one breed which will run as high as 52 per cent cockerels, another
around 50.5 per cent cockerels. The breed of bird illustrated is a cross -bred
bird containing the best characteristics of three different purebreds. To keep
1.
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identification of the components simple, we use a numbering system in place of
breed names.
Block 2 of the cost sheet comprises the vital statistics of the lot. Quite often
we fill this entire block with different breeds when we run special testing projects for an associate hatchery which wants to compare results from the different
breeds of birds they are developing. When this is being done, all breeds are
started at the same time, identical numbers of each sex are used and they all eat
the same type of feed, receive the same management, and are all weighed at
specific ages during their growing period.

The Cost Sheet: Unit Costs and Statistical Data
Block 3 really digs into the cost picture of the lot. Here is recorded the mortality (number of deaths), per cent of mortality, the seasonal average of mortality, average weight, feed conversion (number of pounds of feed the chickens
ate to gain a pound of meat), and total pounds of meat sold. It will be immediately recognized that this feed conversion rate is the item most sought after
by poultrymen, as this figure is one of the best tools a baby chick salesman will
have at his disposal. The conversion figure is tied very closely to the breeding
work done on the chicken. Another very important factor, held in no less
esteem by growers, is the mortality figure which, in the poultry field, does not
have the scrap value of salvage in the hard goods industries!
We are interested in per pound costs to the hundredths of cents, as chickens
are sold live from our plants at a per pound price based upon the Urner -Barry
current quotation which is issued daily during the business week. Two years
ago we compiled standards for our costs, which were short -lived due to increased demand on our facilities for use in growth tests. These introduced
irregularities which could not be accommodated in a standard cost system as
such. However, we converted the standards to useful seasonal averages for five
different seasons for the year. Looking across Block 3 of the sample cost sheet,
it will be noticed our seasonal average for feed cost is considerably higher than
recent actual "per chick sold" cost. This is the result of lower feed costs in
the current market, coupled with a change made to a lower cost brand of feed
in the summer of 1955. As yet we have not accumulated enough history of the
new feed costs to enable us to change the figure which we use as average for
the late spring season.
In our cost reporting figures we do not include any amount for overhead.
For our costs to have any significance to management, they must be presented
in much the same manner as they would be quoted by an independent grower
who does not consider overhead but deals for the most part in out -of- pocket
MAR CH , 19 57
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P EN SHEET
NAM E: J o n e s
MO NTH: M a r c h
D A TE S T A R T E D :

BR E E D
1280

1/ 2 8/ 5 7

M412

A C TUA L NO. S TA R TE D :
Date
1
2
3
4

28
29
30
31
TO T A L

Ma sh (L b s. )
150
150
150
150

150
200
100
50
5, 5 5 0

Pellet (Lb s .)

Grit (Lb e. )

S a lt ( L b e . )

Su lf a

M o r t a l it y

Rem a rks

50
75

150
150
250
300
2, 100

1
1

80

175

Cu lle d

5

EXHIBIT 2

costs. There is not complete uniformity in the industry with respect to unit of
costing. It is not uncommon to hear feed cost cited per pound of meat. At the
same time, the conversation may drift to fuel cost per chick sold. To enable our
figures to be interpreted readily by all, we show the variable costs both for
pound of meat and for chick sold.
Block 4 of the cost sheet serves as a check on both the grower and supervisors. The feed reconciliation section is to inform the supervisors as to the
accuracy of the grower's feeding schedule. When the day -old chicks are put
into the pens, a record we call the Pen Sheet (Exhibit 2), identifying the
chickens, is tacked to the wall and the grower records each day the amount of
the different forms of feed, the amount of grit given, and medicine (if any)
administered, the mortality for the day, and any pertinent remarks deemed
advisable. A new pen sheet is used each month and, when the birds are sold,
the sheets are returned to the office for the columns of feed and mortality to be
added, entered on the cost sheet, and compared with figures taken from the
purchase journal. (We have had growers whose figures have been so accurate
that we could probably have made good use of these individuals as bookkeepers
in the office.)
The mortality section of Block 4 serves as a check on the supplying hatchery,
the grower, and the live poultry salesman. It is the custom in the poultry industry for the hatcheryman to put into each box of 100 chickens two extra ones
at no charge. This is done by the hatcheryman as a precaution to guarantee
100 per cent live delivery of the number of chicks ordered. Because of the
"fragility" of the product, it is considered a necessary step. Yet there have been
010
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many cases in which the growers have sold more live chickens from their plant
than the chick purchase invoices have called for. However, mortality for the
cost sheet does not include these extra chickens, as we are accounting for invoiced figures. On the other hand, we do consider them in the mortality section of Block 4 to maintain our check on delivery and performance.
Under the brand -of- feed - section, we take from the purchase journal the
quantities of the different forms of feed that have been fed to the lot. Each
manufacturer of feed has engineered his product to produce what he believes
to be the best protein, vitamin and mineral level for the feeding of poultry and,
along with this, has set up a feeding program to be followed by the growers
using his brand. Only by keeping and recapitulating records of this feed as
purchased for each plant are we able to determine how well the manufacturer's
feeding program is being followed.
Our bag account is taken care of in the last section of Block 4. Until the
past few years, poultry feed has been sold exclusively in cotton and burlap bags.
Of late, feed in fifty-pound paper bags has been increasing in popularity on
account of ease in handling and lower wastage. However, we do have a few
plants still feeding chicks from the cloth bags supplied by manufacturers who
have not converted to paper. These bags, when empty and in good condition,
will bring from ten to fourteen cents apiece on the market —and what poultryman wouldn't welcome a reduction of from $2.00 to $2.80 per ton of feed?
Comment Section of the Form
The final item on our cost sheet is reserved for a comment by the serviceman
on the performance of the chickens in the lot. He is consulted before the cost
sheet is typewritten as whether or not he cares to make any observations.
Holding to Significant — Rather than Detailed — Cost Reporting
In our cost reporting, we have attempted to cover all information useful to
management in making an analysis of financial results of the operations, yet
we have tried to keep the cost sheet from becoming tiresome and a chore —
either to prepare or peruse —and I believe we have made headway in bringing
the significant data onto the form in a readable arrangement. Nevertheless, we
are never wholly satisfied and are continually on the watch to improve. We
believe this attitude is one of the hallmarks of effective accounting for any enterprise of any kind or size.
It will have been noted that nowhere in this article have we discussed which
came first, the chicken or the egg. We have long ago settled this question in
our own minds to our own satisfaction.
M A R C H , 1957
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Consigned Stock Inventory and Activity Control
Procedure
by J. E. LACENSKI
Controller's Staff, Bucyrus -Erie Company, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Business today travels on paper. It teems we cannot escape it. How ever, we can shorten the route. The solutions to many of our daily
administrative problems do not necessarily lie in the installation of
ponderous equipment but in simple application of many everyday
tools and devices. One such application is described in this paper as
it pertains to a system of control for consigned parts inventories,
utilizing principally a "key" order form and duplications of it.

Operation of a parts
department is dependent
upon the availability of these parts
when required for shipment. This, we
feel, can be accomplished most effectively by the physical segregation of
parts to be used for parts service only.
The ideal situation encompasses the
establishment of centrally located parts
warehouses in those areas in which
the demand for parts service is greatest, supplemented by stocks of parts
maintained by distributors on a consigned basis. However, if the company's organizational structure does
not lend itself to the maintenance of
separate warehouse facilities, the stocks
for parts service located at the source
plants may be separated locally from
those required for production.
It is of critical importance that the
parts department maintain an adequate
supply of active parts on hand for the
replenishment of sales out of the distributor's consigned stocks. Of equal
HE EFFICIENT
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importance is the current maintenance
of a supply of active parts on the stock
shelves of the distributor. When a
breakdown occurs, the customer expects to obtain replacement for the
part damaged. The service department
should be in a position to provide this
part immediately because the customer's downtime is costly to him and
should be avoided or at least reduced
to a minimum. The fulfillment of
these responsibilities by a distributor
is adequate reason for the maintenance
of a systematic method of stock control. (They are not fulfilled by maintaining an oversupply of parts.) A
review of the types of machines already sold in a particular area and of
those machines moving into an area
must be exercised. A determination of
the needs of these machines must be
anticipated.
Prior to the introduction of consigned stock control as described in
the following paragraphs, the sales of
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

material consigned to distributors were
reported monthly on a consigned stock
sales report. The invoicing of sales
and the posting of sales to stock records were based on this report. The
replacement in consigned stocks of
items sold was initiated through the
issuance of a stock replenishment order by the distributor, with the resulting internal preparation and processing of a parts order by the company.
Shipments of the parts and an invoice
to record the replenishment followed
from the parts order. The rapid
growth of our consigned stock business and the desire to give our distributors and customers better parts
service, made it essential to find a system with which sales could be recorded and stock replenishments and/
or additions processed in a faster and
more efficient manner.
Devising the Key Form and Building
the Procedure

On one occasion during this system
study, a distributor's consigned stock
sales report and a stock replenishment
order covering identical items and
quantities were received simultaneously. It was obvious that the distributor had reported sales for the month
and immediately ordered replenishments to bring his stock up to a required level. This incident prompted
the question, "Why not combine the
two documents into one report?"
After much planning and consultation
with the departments involved and
M A R C H , 19 5 7

various distributors, a form was designed and adopted which combined
these two operations. The consigned
Stock Parts Order and Sales Report
(Exhibit 1 ) was planned with a threefold purpose in mind:
I. To promote speed and simplicity in the
preparation of the report of sales and in
the re- ordering of replenishments.
2. To provide for prompt replenishment of
items sold from stock.
3. To eliminate the duplication of effort in
the typing of a parts order for replenishment of stock and in the subsequent
invoicing of the material shipped.

Increased responsibility for consigned stock control was offered to the
distributor and experience has proven
that such control of consigned stocks
has added efficiency if the distributor
properly assumes the responsibility for
managing them. He is in a good position to anticipate demand and to determine levels at which stocks should
be maintained to meet requirements of
his territory. The distributors' parts
managers are now authorized to handle and control stocks in line with
supervision from the supplying plant,
which reviews stocks for proper balance by territories. A series of regional
meetings with distributors was held,
at which time the new form and ordering procedures were introduced.
All distributors were asked to review
their stocks and to bring all items up
to required quantities prior to adoption of the new procedures.
The new report is the key form of
the system and is of a snap -out variety.
91 3

EXHIBIT 1

It is normally prepared weekly by the
distributor in the following number
of copies and forwarded to the parts
department for processing:
I. Office master (with ditto carbon attached)
2. Invoice master (with ditto carbon attached)
3. Office copy (for parts department use)
4. Acknowledgement copy
S. Distributor's file copy

The types of orders prepared by the
distributor on this form are classified
as follows:
I. Replenishment order and sales report
2. Non - replenishment sales report
3. Additions order
4. New stock items order
Receiving and Processing
Distributors' Orders

The consigned stock parts order and
sales report prepared by the distributor
is mailed in an envelope furnished
914

him. The report is received in the
parts department and a number is assigned to all orders requiring shipment of material. The order number
assigned appears on both the office
and invoice masters. Order numbers
are not assigned to non - replenishment
sales reports, since this type of report
covers sales only and will not result
in shipment of material. All orders are
then passed to a consigned stock supervisor, who reviews them for correctness as to part number, descriptions, etc., and corrections are made as
necessary. When the order has been
accepted, approval of the consigned
stock supervisor is indicated on the
face of the order and it is passed to
the order processing clerks. Here the
invoice master is separated from the
office master and routed to the invoicing division. The acknowledgement
copy, with notations or corrections
made by the consigned stock superN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

visor, is detached and returned to the
distributor. On non - replenishment
sales reports the office master is not
processed since the report is purely a
report of sales and will not result in
the shipment of replenishments. On
all other orders, the office master (with
ditto carbon attached) is marked for
stock availability.
After stock availability has been determined and indicated on the order,
the office master is routed to the duplicating machine operator where
copies are prepared for distribution as
follows:
I. Shipping department copy
2. Packing list
3. Office copies
a. Parts department (follow -up copy)
b. Stock department
c. Production department (if required)
d. Purchasing department (if required)
4. Material requisitions (tabulating cards)

The material requisitions are routed
to the stock department for the withdrawal of material for stock, along
with the stock department copy. All
material withdrawn from shipment is
routed to the shipping department. As
the material is packaged and crated
for shipment, the quantities so packed
are indicated on both the packing list
and the shipping copy. All boxes or
packages comprising the shipment are
consecutively numbered. The packing
list, in addition to showing quantities
shipped, is marked to indicate the box
number in which the part is contained.
The box containing the packing list is
MAR CH , 19 57

especially marked for easy identification.
When shipment has been made, the
shipping copy is routed to the parts
department, where notations as to
shipping information are made to that
department's office copy. In this manner the parts department is currently
informed on shipping progress and,
should inquiries be made concerning
the status of an order, it is in a position to furnish the information. Each
shipping copy of additions orders is
routed from the parts department to
the invoicing division, to serve as notice to price the invoice master of additions orders for items shipped. After
being processed for consignment invoicing purposes, the shipping copy of
additions orders is returned to the
parts department to accommodate shipment of back - ordered items, whereas
the shipping copy of replenishment
orders does not reach the invoicing
division until complete shipment of
the order has been made.
Invoice masters, when received in
the invoicing division, are separated
as to type of order. All invoice masters
of additions orders are held until notification of shipment has been received. When the shipping copy of
additions orders is received, the quantities as shipped are transcribed to the
invoice master (with ditto carbon attached) and the invoice master is
routed to the pricing division where
unit prices are indicated and extended
for quantities shipped. The priced in915

voice master is returned to the invoicing division and invoice copies are
prepared on the duplicating machine.
Inasmuch as the effect of the additions order has been a transfer of material into stock, the invoice rendered
by the invoicing division is a consignment invoice and the result is an increase in the particular distributor's
consigned stock account. Invoices covering back - ordered shipments to stock
are prepared on an electromatic typewriter and are issued for each separate
shipment. The number of shipments
required to complete an order rarely
exceed two. The distribtuion of invoices is made as required.
Invoice masters for replenishment
and non - replenishment sales, when received in the invoicing division, are
routed directly to the pricing division
where the unit prices of all items are
inserted, extensions completed, and
appropriate sales distribution codes indicated. The priced invoice master is
then returned to the invoicing division
where copies, as follows, are prepared
on the duplicating machine:
I. Firm invoice to distributor, with required
number of copies.
2. Accounts receivable copy.
3. Consigned stock cost accounting and
tabulating copy.
4. Invoice file.
5. Consigned stock supervisor (for posting
to individual consigned stock inventory
ledgers).
6. Tax department if required.

The procedure and principles applied in the processing of replenish916

ment and non - replenishment sales reports differs from that of additions
orders. The invoice rendered for replenishment or non - replenishment
sales is a firm invoice and is issued
immediately upon receipt of the consigned stock parts order and sales report. This invoice is issued for purposes of collection and a copy is used
for posting to consigned stock ledgers.
As stated previously, invoices for additions orders are issued as shipment
is made and require only an entry to
increase quantities in consigned stock.
Here another of the features of the
system becomes evident for, by shipping stock items to replace those reported sold, the normal process of
preparing consignment invoices to increase stock amounts and the reduction
of consigned stock amounts through
the firm invoice have been eliminated.
Only adjustment for valuation purposes is required at appropriate intervals, depending on price changes.
All orders — replenishment, non -replenishment, and additions —are prepared by the distributor. The multiple purpose feature of the form represents,
in itself, a labor saving device, not
only in the preparation of a single report of sales and replenishment order
by the distributor but also in the processing of pre -typed invoice masters in
the invoicing department and the pre typed parts orders in the parts department. Exhibit 2 shows the procedural
relationships involved in the processing of the form.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 2

of an historical record of all movement desirable. Not only is an accuThe efficient control of consigned rate record needed in the current
inventories cannot be exercised with- analysis of stock but, at the time an
out an accu rate record of each transac- inventory is taken and particularly at
tion affecting the stocks. Proper in- the time of reconciliation, the existventory control makes the maintenance ence of historical records is important.
Inventory Ac tivity Rec orded on
Tabulating Equipment
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The suggestion has been advanced on
several occasions that we maintain
consigned stocks at established levels,
replacing each sale with the shipment
of a replenishment and thereby eliminate the posting of all activity. At
first thought, this system sounds good.
We could eliminate posting to our
ledgers yet have known the established
balances available in each stock. But
further investigation brings up questions. How could we police the stocks
controlled by our distributors without
having available an accurate historical
record of sales? What happens if a
machine, once active in an area, is
moved out into another area? Would
we be in a position to recommend the
withdrawal of parts required to service this machine without having available a record, both current and historical, of sales of these parts? Would
we end up with an inventory of obsolete parts on the shelves of the distributor if, through the absence of a
historical record of parts movement,
we were unable to review the stocks
of our distributors? It is felt that

such an historical record of the activity of each part cannot be under emphasized. We do encourage day -byday maintenance of consigned stocks
by our distributors yet, in order to supervise these stocks adequately, his.
torical records of sales should be available for this analysis.
The activity in the consigned stock
ledgers has been recorded through the
utilization of tabulating equipment in
the preparation of a stock status report. This has been coupled with the
mechanical posting of transactions to
detailed ledger cards by use of a facsimile posting machine. Under a mechanical inventory recording procedure, the inventory records consist of
a file of balance cards (tabulating
cards) for each part number represented in the stock of each distributor.
This file of balance cards maintained
in the tabulating department, when
associated with the detail transaction
cards for sales and replenishments
and /or additions to stock, are processed through the tabulating machine, producing a stock status report.

EXHIBIT 3

CO N S I G N E D P A R T S S T O C K S T A T U S R E P O R T
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[)(HIEIT 4
As

invoices

fo r

sa les,

rep le nish-

ments, and additions to stock are prepared, a copy of each invoice is routed
to a key -punch operator who prepares
a detail transaction (tabulating card)
for each item on the invoice. These
cards are delivered to the tabulating
department and held pending the
preparation of a bi- weekly Consigned
Parts Stock Status Report (Exhibit 3).
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In preparation for running the
stock status report, all detail transaction cards are sorted by distributor
code in part number sequence. Balance cards showing activity are merged
into the file of detail transaction cards
and, as the stock status report is prepared, new balance cards for part
numbers having activity are summary
punched. The new balance cards pre919

pared are sorted into the existing file
of balance cards. The stock status report is routed to the consigned stock
posting clerk for transfer posting. The
facsimile posting machine automatically posts, or transfers from master
sheets, an entire line of printed data
at one time, recording each sale, replenishment and /or addition, and giving a new balance as well as a total
units sold to -date figure. This procedure incorporates the advantages of
maintaining an historical record of
each transaction with the speed and
accuracy ensuing from a mechanical
application. Exhibit 4 illustrates the
procedures involved in the recording
of consigned stock activity.
The transaction cards used in the
preparation of the stock status report
are retained to be used in the preparation of statistical reports and annual
sales summaries. If, at the end of a
fiscal year, we want to know the total activity for the period by type of
product, all that is required is to sort
the accumulated detail transaction
cards by part number and to prepare
a tabulation of total activity for the
period. If the parts manager is interested in the total value of sales of consigned stocks broken down by each
distributor, we are in a position to
give him this answer by merely sorting all detail transaction cards by distributor code and preparing a tabulation of total dollar value of sales by
distributor. Let us assume that the
sales department requires a monthly
920

report of consignment sales. A run of
all detail transaction cards processed
within the month will give us this total. As is evident, the types of reports obtainable from the utilization
of these detail transaction cards are
numerous and various.
Maintaining balance cards for all
inventory items by distributor has further advantages for, by reproducing
the balance cards for each item by
distributor, a work deck is provided
which can be priced mechanically.
This is accomplished by sorting the
reproduced detail cards to part number sequence. The cards are then collated with a master pricing deck, the
prices are reproduced into the detail
cards, and the cards then extended
in a calculator. The pricing deck may
be either the sales price deck, which
is then factored to estimated cost, or
a cost price deck which will price the
parts at our works cost. By sorting
back to distributor code, a tabulation
may be made showing the values of
each consigned stock of parts. Adjustments as necessary can then be recorded in the inventory controls.
Same -Day Response to Distributor
Order Often Achieved

We have operated our consigned
stocks under this system for approximately six months and feel that the
improvement over our former system
is substantial. The planning and development of the system itself required a change in the thinking of
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

both accounting and parts department
personnel. Once management realized
the advantages of the system, it was
necessary to move rapidly to incorporate all of the ideas and yet develop
a practical system. The enthusiasm of
the distributors was encouraging and
their comments were helpful in arriving at the final drafts of the forms required. The adoption of the system
required an education of all people
using the form and an on -the -job
educational program was initiated for
personnel of our parts departments
and our accounting departments. Distributors were mailed printed sets of
instructions with illustrated exhibits
explaining in detail the operation of
the system and the preparation of the

Now that we have the system operating, we are happy with the improvement in service. In the past,
shipments were made in five days
after receipt of the stock replenishment order. We are now often in a
position to process the necessary report and to have the shipment on its
way the day the order is received.

necessary reports.

tage of them.
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Customer service is important to us, as
it is in any business, and we feel that,
no matter how good such service is,
there is always room for improvement.
We are constantly striving to discover
the possibilities of further improvement through mechanization. As new
ideas and developments sprout, we
want to be in a position to take advan-
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Many Items Make More Inventory
by GEORGE A. POWER
Supervisor of Stores Accounting, Apparatus and Optical Division, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, Now York

An avenue of approach to ixventory reductiox is concisely explored
by the present author who offers a plan under which the items in
production and supplies inventories may be reduced in number. The
backbone of the plan is a material listing to disclose not only duplications but also groups of materials closely related in kind as well as
similar sizes, gauges, etc., of the material. 11 is suggested that the
following out of this plan may well result in smoother operations as
well as a smaller amount of money tied up in raw stock.

the major Concern
F in the financial control
of the raw
OR MANY YEARS

materials and supplies inventory has
been mostly with the matter of inventory turnover and the corporate funds
invested. Today commonly practiced
production control techniques have
done much to provide this desired
turnover control by resolving a production schedule into quantities of materials required by dates of planned
commitment to production. Assuming
no serious fluctuation in a production
schedule, a company armed with this
data can have as rapid an inventory
turnover as it dares to risk and, therefore, can hold its inventory investment
to an operational minimum.
Item Reduction — A Neglected Area

However, although a fast inventory
turnover may thus be generally well
accomplished, there is another important aspect of inventory control which
has not been so well exploited. The
factor which has been often overlooked
922

or ignored is the number of unnecessary items being stocked and used. It
is in this direction that the accountant
can well afford to turn his attention
if he desires to make further significant cost reductions in this area. The
greater the reduction in types of items
carried in inventory and consumed in
the production process, the fewer will
be the purchase requests, orders placed,
receiving and trucking operations required, invoices processed and paid,
stock cards maintained, feet of storage
area needed, etc. This means fewer
personnel in production staff, purchasing and accounting. Likewise, a reduction in the variety of items carried
means higher consumption per item.
Consequently, the price advantage of
quantity purchasing can be realized
and the risk of material obsolesence
diminished.
In order to effect such a reduction
in the types of items used in the
product, there must first be a reduction in the kinds of items specified
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

for the manufacture of the product.
At this point, the accountant must take
the problem to the design engineers
on whose doorstep the original sin as
well as the corrective measure must
be laid. While the engineers' primary
concern is to design a product which
can be manufactured and sold profitably, their efforts are often dissipated.
A myriad of technical problems seem
to leave little time to fully explore

ments or, even worse, in excess of the
model's expected life's consumption.
Not only will the unit cost of the
material be high but an obsolescence
factor will be automatically put into
the inventory. Had the engineer known
the full story at the time his choice
was made, he would most likely have
specified a slightly different type of
material already being purchased in
volume for other models.

the cost aspects of each part as it

fits into the model. To counter this
tendency, cost and consumption information should be provided the engineers in such a way that it can be
most quickly and easily used.
Some companies have furnished
their engineering staff with a standard
materials book. Rarely, if at all, does
this book indicate the rate of consumption of the items declared standard.
But herein lies the crux of the problem! Although he may have a fairly
wide latitude in the choice of standard
material to be used, the engineer, for
lack of sufficient data regarding the
overall plant usage of the various types
of standard material, may well specify
for a small part a material which is
seldom used, if at all. The seeds of
extravagance are thus sown. Then,
when the prototype and designs are
ready and the bill of materials written, the purchasing department may
learn that the minimum quantity of
this material which can be purchased
from the supplier may well be several
months in excess of lead -time requireMAR CH , 19 37

Services of a Special Listing of
Materials

Enter the cost accountant —for he
has at his disposal information which
can be conveyed to the product designers and material specifications people in an easy -to -use form. This can
be accomplished in two ways. One
way is to show a consumption volume
code in the material standards book
and to mark each item acordingly and
the other is to provide the engineer at
regular intervals with a list of materials in use and their individual
costs, rates of consumption, etc., for
the overall plant.
While the material standards list
would seemingly make an ideal place
to consolidate all the information required by the design or product engineer in order to make a proper
choice of material, the separate material usage report technique has two
distinct advantages which might make
it more practical. First, the material
standards book is a detailed specification device which, perhaps, better lends
913

itself to the operation of large -scale
concerns. Since the inventory cost reduction approach being described has
application regardless of corporate
size, concerns which have not adopted
a standards material system can as effectively solve the problem by publishing a list of the more commonly used
inventory items. Secondly, the standards material book is often a rather
formal publication which would be
quite difficult to revise regularly in
order to furnish the current usage data
on the continuous basis required to
make the plan a success. This consideration may well sway even companies having the standard material
plan toward the separate material usage report approach.
Application to Production Materials

The assumption, i.e., that the company to be studied either does not
have a standard materials plan or prefers not to code its standard materials
book as to usage, has been made here
in order to illustrate the steps necessary to develop a material usage report
which will prove highly instrumental
in the effort to reduce to an effective
minimum the kinds of material carried in inventory.
The initial step is to prepare an inventory listing, either manually or mechanically, in order to judiciously cull
those inventory items the usage of
which indicates that they should not be
regarded as good prospects for a minimum number, high consumption list
924

of materials to be recommended to the
engineering staff for use in product
design. It is important that the listing
be in directory arrangement for quick
selection and indicate, in addition to
price and usage rate, as much description as is necessary to adequately distinguish the various types of material.
For example, a typical flat -metal listing should be arranged first by thickness, then hardness, length, width,
stock number, price and previous
twelve months' consumption. The costs
indicated should be the current market
price for similar lot quantities, so that
they will stand in proper relation to
what could be expected in future purchasing. Although the quantity used
for the past year is usually sufficient
information, it might be better in some
industries to show quantities currently
required by the coming year's production schedule. A representative schedule of a segment of a steel inventory,
run on a business machine, is offered
in Exhibit 1 to better illustrate the approach.
As can be noted from the items
shown, a multitude of materials, each
only slightly different from the other,
often accumulate in inventory when a
well- defined plan to concentrate usage
as much as possible to the types which
have a large overall plant demand does
not exist. It should be recognized at
this point that there will always be
instances in which an exact characteristic of a material is necessary in production and, therefore, that free subN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SHEET, STRIP, COIL STEEL

Thicimess

Tamper

Width

,0150
.0150
.0150
,0200
.0200

103
105
106
101
101

5 -3/16
26
26
26
36

.0250
.0300
.0300
.0300
.0300
.0300
.0300
.0300
.0300

106
101
101
104
104
105
105
105
105

26
26
36
6 -7/8
3 -1/4
26
60
6 -7/8
36

Quantity
On Hand

Previous
12 Konths'
Consumption

Stock No,

Cost Per
Pound

Coil
50
48
48
96

101412
101040
1O1o44
100238
101323

,0960
,0825
,0890
,0810
.0775

659
3,836
116
2,450
3,106

5,766
5,798
89
6,072
626

48
48
48
coil
Coil
48
144
co i l
48

101025
100980
101408
101419
101414
101023
101365
101399
lol lt l6

,0850
.0775
,0765
.0860
.0870
.0775
.0765
.0860
.0765

1,010
3,638
9,172
3,859
1,271
5,576
2,210
880
4,692

790
6,396
308
488
3,319
47,120
1,142
4,393
21,146

IB gth

Note: location should be shown if —re than one exists.

EXHIBIT 1

stitution will not always be practical.
However, assuming a certain degree of
latitude in his requirements as is often
the case, an engineer, provided with
a listing of the type shown, might possibly not have specified a steel .0150
thick with a temper of 106 for a part
which promised less than 100 pounds
annual consumption, knowing that the
plant was already consuming .0150
steel, 105 temper at a rate of over
5,000 pounds a year. Likewise, the
engineering department perhaps would
not have specified .0300 steel, 101
temper in sheets 36" x 48" for 300
pounds annual consumption if it had
been known that the same steel in
26" x 48" sheets was being consumed
at the rate of about 6,400 pounds per
year.
Where small quantities are involved,
it is often more economical to incur
an additional annealing cost to change
temper or to increase the scrap content in an operation by using slightly
MAR CH , 19 57

larger stock than to order small quantities of material exactly to specification. This possibility should be one
of the factors considered before placing a small quantity order. The items
in the exhibit are not in the least unrepresentative and one studying it for
a few minutes can see a relatively large
number of items which the design
group might possibly have avoided in
their specifications if they had been
properly informed of the plants' material consumption. Add up the cost
of all the unnecessary items in terms
of unit purchasing price, purchasing,
accounting and storage efforts, etc.,
and the cost reduction possibilities become quite astounding.
As the success of the program is
realized, the list would gradually
shorten until it included, principally,
only items being used in large quantities throughout the plant. However,
as accountants let us not overlook one
very important fact. The ultimate de923

cision as to the type of material best
suited for a particular part lies with
the engineering group. A program
such as the one suggested here cannot
be forced upon anyone and still be
effective. To accomplish the desired
purpose, it must be sold to the product
designers as a useful tool to assist
their quest for a quality product which
can be manufactured for the lowest
possible cost. The cost advantage of
quantity purchasing for a relatively
few inventory items as against a hodgepodge of miscellaneous materials, must
be thoroughly explained if the desired
degree of cooperation is to be obtained.
Then the data must be provided in the
simplest form for quickest reference.
Failing this, the plan will fall short of
its real potential.
Application to Supplies loventory

Inasmuch as the subject, as covered
to this point, has dealt only with production material, perhaps the impression has been given that this is the
only application of the proposed technique. This is far from being the case.
A somewhat similar technique can be
used to reduce the number and kinds
of departmental supply items being
purchased. Since the needs of a particular department for a supply item
are so often left to the discretion of
each department supervisor, a startling
lack of uniformity in the items purchased invariably results. A listing of
all materials in this category should be
prepared in directory style and then,
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possibly, by general supply group, i. e.,
lubricants, abrasives, adhesives, and so
on. The production manager, when
furnished with this data, can, with the
assistance of his staff, condense the
list to the items he needs to use and
declare these particular ones standard
for the plant. Volume of consumption would, here again, be an important consideration, the principal object
being to eliminate or combine those
items of minor importance currently
procured because of lack of knowledge
of the consumption by the company
as a whole.
As in the case of production materials, the supplies inventories can
be honeycombed with duplications or
near - duplications when an attempt is
not being made to standardize inventories by type, location, etc. As an example in this area, let us consider for
a moment, the adhesive tape portion
of a manufacturing supplies inventory,
represented by the information given
in Exhibit 2. In this particular inventory, there are nine different sizes of
tape, ranging in width only from 3/g
inch to 13/4 inches. Many of these
sizes, differing 716 inch or so from the
next, have had extremely low consumption rates. It would have been
more economical to have ordered and
stocked only sizes showing high rates
of consumption. It would be extremely helpful if a central clearing
point could be designated to screen all
purchase requests to be certain that adequate consideration has been given to
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

MANUF AC TU R ING SU P P LI E S

Type

Size

Sto ck
Number

Unit
Mea su re

Uni t
Pri ce

Lo ca t i o n
Va ul t
Number

Units
On
Ha nd

Previous
12 M o n t h s '
Go ne—pti on Uni t e

Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ad h e s i v e
Ma s ki n g
Ru bber

3 / 8 in.
1 / 2 in.
3 / 4 in.
1
in.
1 1 / 8 in.
1 3/ 16 in .
1 1/4 in.
1 1 / 2 in.
1 3/4 i n.
3in.
I in.
3/4 in.

030376
030647
030364
030379
030367
030568
030365
030591
030363
030369
030641
035132

Ro ll
Roll
Roll
Ro ll
Roll
Roll
Roll
Ro ll
Roll
Roll
Ro l l
Ro ll

.2 30 0
.3 00 0
.45 00
.60 00
.6 80 0
.7 1 0 0
.7 5 0 0
.9 00 0
1.0500
1.8000
2.6 264
.4 1 2 3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

103
613
17 6
469
199
175
184
70
87
57
38
24

6
516
17 8
1,210
30
14
56
1,110
94
26
80
73

Sco tch
Sco tch

112 i n .
3/4 in.

035151
035130

Roll
Roll

.93 00
1.3600

3
3

12 3
72

321
128

V a l u e of
12 M o n t h s
Co nsu mpti o n
$

1
155
80
726
20
10
42
999
99
47
210
30
299
17 4

EXHIBIT 2

the approved item list, before buying
a non - standard supply item.
The first listing made, arranged by
type of supply, its location, etc., may
likely divulge duplicate ordering, with
its accompanying unnecessary duplication of storing. Illustrations of this
point came to light recently during an
analysis of a plant's various supplies
inventories. It was found in one instance that screws, bolts, etc., of various sizes were being purchased and
stocked by both the manufacturing
and plant maintenance groups and that
many duplications existed. To remedy
this particular situation and to prevent
a recurrence, it was decided that all
nail, screw, and bolt purchases would
be made, and such stocks maintained,
by the manufacturing group. Any maintenance requirements of these items
were to be supplied from the manufacturing supply inventory. Enough
copies of the listing could be made
MAR CH, 19 57

quite simply to provide copies to the
clearing point and the stores locations
so that those concerned can determine
quite easily what supplies are already
available and where they are located.
Then too, such a supplies directory
containing usage data would be of
value to the cost group. Many supplies, although not consumed in significant value by the individual departments charged for them, may, in aggregate for the plant, represent a cost
figure which will warrant a search for
a less costly and possibly an even more
satisfactory substitute. Also, the construction and maintenance people can
use the supplies directory when planning and estimating the cost of capital
and maintenance projects.
An Important Additional Way to
Reduce Inventories

In summary, an area of cost reduc927

tion which has yet to be explored by
many concerns is that connected with
the reduction of the numerous types of
items generally found in the various
inventories throughout the plant. By
carefully weighing the cost advantages
of volume procurement, storage and
handling, many minor specification
preferences can be waived by the product design group as well as depart-
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mental supervision, thus permitting the
use of types and kinds of materials
and supplies already being purchased
in large quantities for use elsewhere
in the plant. The cost accountant has
at his fingertips the necessary information to assist in this saving. He has
only to furnish it to the proper people
in a readily usable form and explain
the economies to them.
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A One -Card Timekeeping System
by BENJAMIN S. ABRAMS
Systems Designer, Electric Boat Division, General Dynamics Corporation, Groton, Conn.

Under the system proposed by this article, the employees take their
cards with them to their departments after ringing in. There these
cards serve to record job time, to provide attendance information on
the spot, and to comprise a single source for labor cost and pay
information. A new set of cards is provided daily by punched card
methods.

still use the traditional system of timekeeping,
which requires two separate basic time
records. Generally, one of these records is in the form of a weekly clock
card, the other a daily job card or an
individual job ticket. Clock cards are
customarily kept in racks at the plant
entrance until a timekeeper collects
them at the end of the week. On the
other hand, job cards or job tickets,
whether they are written up by timekeepers or by supervisors, are collected
by the timekeeping department daily.
It is only after the end of the week,
therefore, that the timekeeping department learns of differences between job
time totals and the totals of hours
worked as computed from the weekly
clock cards. This delay in uncovering the mistakes until pay day is imminent adds to the difficulties of reconciling these differences. Under this
traditional system, supervisors are often
not aware of all the latenesses of their
people. Absences go unnoticed until
late in the day and production may suffer a considerable setback. These things
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happen because the supervisors do not
have ready and frequent access to the
weekly clock cards.
These weaknesses of the traditional
timekeeping system may be overcome
by using a single, daily card as both
the clock and the job card. This article describes such a one -card system
suitable for large job shops where
punched card systems are already in
effect or where installations of the required equipment would be justified.
Under this system, after ringing in his
card on the clock at the plant entrance,
each employee takes the card with him
into his department. There the same
card serves during the day as his job
card. Because the cards are available
to them in their departmental areas,
supervisors are aided in their control
of personnel. They can detect absences and latenesses sooner and can
adjust work assignments more quickly
to compensate for the missing employees. Timekeepers find it easier to reconcile differences between total job
time and hours worked because they
now do this daily. There is no longer
929

need to ask people to try to remember and printed on the card are the emtime data of previous days. The single - ployee's name, department number,
card system makes it practicable to clock number, and the shift and date
produce timely reports of absences and for which the card is applicable. If
analyses of the reasons for those ab- a code for the type of labor is norsences from the same sources from mally a part of the cost code, it also
which payrolls are prepared. Also, it may be key - punched and printed on
helps to relieve congestion at the plant the card. The machine accounting deentrance by eliminating the necessity partment keeps one set of cards and
for putting cards back in the card rack gives the other to the timekeeping deat the clock area both at the beginning partment. The retained set makes it
and ending of each shift.
possible to check later that every card
given to the timekeeping department is
Preparing the Time Cards
returned as a completed job and time
The foundation of the system is a card. (This determination would be
master deck of tabulating cards main- extremely difficult to make on the basis
tained by the machine accounting de- of the master deck because usually
partment for timekeeping purposes. It many changes would have been made
is a prerequisite of the success of the to the master deck during the interval
system that the master deck be up to from the preparation of the two sets
date at all times. If the flow of paper- of time cards to the return of the comwork through the personnel depart- pleted set. )
ment is rapid enough, copies of the
applicable documents may be sent to
the machine accounting department as
the media for making the necessary
changes to the deck. Otherwise, the
timekeeping department should report
changes daily as they occur. The reports should include information about
new hires, severances, transfers, reclassifications, etc.
Each day the machine accounting department prepares two sets of time
cards for the next day. This is done
by reproducing the master deck on
two sets of tabulating cards. One side
of the card is designed as a clock card,
the other as a job card. Key - punched
930

Recording Attendance and Job Time

Before the start of the shift, timekeepers place the time cards in card
racks near the time clocks at the plant
entrance. Each employee, on arriving,
removes his time card from the rack,
clocks it in and takes the card with
him to his work place. During the period when employees usually enter the
plant, a timekeeper is available at the
clock area. He has a supply of blank
time cards. If an employee cannot find
his card in the rack, he gets a blank
card from the timekeeper, clocks it in,
and gives it to the timekeeper. The
timekeeper writes on the card the data
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

that would normally be prepunched
and preprinted on it and returns the
card to the employee. The timekeeper's presence in the clock area tends
to prevent irregularities. On arrival at
his work place, the employee gives the
card to his supervisor or the timekeeper or he retains it, depending on
whose responsibility it is to record job
time. A desirable alternative is to require the employee to put the card in
a specified pocket of a card rack in the
departmental area. After the shift
starts, the supervisor can tell by a
quick look at the rack whether any employees are late or absent.
As soon as possible after the scheduled starting time of the shift, but late
enough so that it may be assumed that
there will be few more, if any, late arrivals, the timekeeper checks the time
card racks at the plant gates and removes all cards that remain. These
normally would be the cards of absentees or of employees who failed to
clock in on arrival. Occasionally there
may remain in the rack absentees' cards
erroneously clocked in by other employees who put the cards back in the
rack after discovering the error.
The timekeepers give these leftover
cards to the supervisors. This, too,
tells the supervisors which employees
are absent. The absentees' time cards
are held by the supervisors until the
end of the day. At that time, the
supervisor deletes the starting time if
the card was erroneously clocked in,
writes the appropriate reason for abMARCH,
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sence code on each card, signs the
card, and gives it to the timekeeper.
In the case of employees who are present but who failed to clock in, the
supervisor determines the employees'
starting times, writes them in ink on
the time cards, and signs the entries.
These cards are then used for job time
recording and clocking out in the usual
manner. At many plants, a tardy employee's actual starting time can be
verified by records of late arrivals
maintained by guards at the plant entrance. At such plants, if the guards
do not have a record of the employee's
arrival, the supervisor may safely assume that the employee who is at work
but failed to clock in, arrived on time.
During the day, the supervisor, the
timekeeper, or the employee, whichever is responsible for the recording,
writes the starting time and the job
identification information for each job
on the time card. If delays are accounted for separately, the time that
one begins and the applicable cost code
are written on the time card. Any additions to the prepunched and preprinted data or any corrections or deletions are indicated on the card. The
reason for the lost time is written on
any card which reflects lateness or incidental absent time (best shown as a
numerical code). Near the end of the
day, the supervisor enters the time the
employee is to leave the plant on the
job time side of the card and signs the
card to indicate his approval of the recorded job information. He gives the
931

absentees' cards to the timekeeper and
either distributes the other cards to the
employees or, where a departmental
card rack is provided, puts them in the
rack where the employees may obtain
them upon leaving for the day. After
the employee gets his card, he goes to
the exit, clocks out, and drops his card
through a slot in a locked box. A
timekeeper may be stationed at the
clock area during the clocking out period if this is deemed to be desirable
as a further deterrent to irregularities.
If floor checks are currently made to
prevent fraud, their necessity might
well be reconsidered in plants which
use a single card system resembling
the one here. General surveillance by
timekeepers of the card clocking process, plus supervisors' certifications of
job time, should provide sufficient internal check. However, in the interest
of accurate cost determination, it is frequently advisable, particularly where
job time recording is the responsibility
of the employee or his supervisor, to
make occasional spot checks of job information on time cards. The timekeeper does this by approaching an
employee, determining what job he is
working on at that instant, then inspecting his time card to assure that
correct job identification data appears
on the card, together with a starting
time.
Readying the Cords for Machine
Accounting

Shortly after the end of the shift,
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timekeepers remove the time cards
from the locked boxes. Based on the
clock recordings on the cards and taking into consideration the scheduled
shift beginning and ending times and
lunch periods and the reasons for absences or latenesses, the timekeepers
compute and enter on the cards the
straight -time hours and, if any, the
premium hours to be paid. job times
are then computed from the recorded
beginning times for the various jobs
or delays. These job times are entered
on the time cards and totaled. The
total job time is then compared to
the straight -time hours to be paid as
shown on the other side of the card.
The cards that reflect discrepancies in
this respect and cards that are otherwise discrepant or incomplete are held
aside for clarification or correction by
the responsible supervisor the following day.
The cards for absentees and for employees who were late or who had
other incidental lost time are separated
from the others. Timekeepers then
post the lost time to an individual lost
time record maintained for every employee. The absentees' cards are kept
in one group. The others, together
with the cards of employees who
worked at least the full shift, are put
in groups of convenient size within
the following classification:
I. Changed —This classification includes
cards that are hand - written instead of
key - punched and printed and cards that
show additions to, deletions from, or
corrections of the key - punched and
printed data.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

2. Unchanged —This classification comprises the rest of the cards.

and premium hours. The cards and
the recapitulation are turned over to
To establish a control total of hours the machine accounting department.
for the machine accounting department
The machine accounting department
and to facilitate gang punching of the mechanically matches the cards rehours to be paid, the cards within turned by the timekeeping department
each classification are sorted and with the duplicate deck which it progrouped according to the number of duced and retained. A listing is made
hours clocked. Minor quantities of of the unmatched cards and given to
cards for miscellaneous numbers of timekeeping to trace. Any that cannot
hours worked are grouped together for be found are replaced by cards handindividual key - punching. All mutilated written by the timekeeper and signed
cards are put in a separate group, as by the supervisor. Assuming that the
they must be completely reproduced. master deck has been kept up to date,
The cards in each group are counted. the machine accounting department is
The product of the count and the now assured that it has a time card for
hours per card of each homogenous every employee on the payroll. Prepgroup (with respect to hours) is the aration of the payroll, distribution of
total number of hours in that group. labor costs, and the preparation of reThe number of hours in each non - ports of absences and other reports
homogenous group is determined by relative to payrolls and labor costs may
making two adding machine tapes that then proceed in the normal manner.
correspond.
A summary card is prepared for
An Improved Method
each group and placed on top of it.
On this are written a serial number,
The entire procedure, so briefly deidentification of the type of cards in scribed here, is helpful alike in the
the group, the number of cards, the control of labor costs on the producnumber of hours per card if the group tion floor, the preparation of accurate
is homogenous or the word "mixed" if pay rolls, and the exercise of labor costnonhomogenous, and totals of hours ing functions at other levels. It is an
worked and premium hours. A reca- error - reducing and source - unifying propitulation is then made of all the cedure which is operated without segroups for the shift or day. This re- rious difficulty and focuses attention on
capitulation furnishes grand totals of all features of labor accounting tothe number of cards, hours worked gether.
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,Ceders to the Editor
DIRECT COSTING —AND A FIXED
BUDGET FOR FIXED COSTS

Edilor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
IN T H E M I D D L E of 1953 we had just installed our tabulating system. W e knew
we had to streamline our hybrid cost accounting methods and tie them in with
some kind of budget system so that we
could realize on the advantages of our
equipment. Before jumping off the "deep
end," we analyzed our particular situation
and finally agreed that our yardstick should
preferably have the following ten charac-

teristics:

apply each month in consistent manner
8. It had to be understandable —There had
to be clear definition in plain terms of
every type of expense, also a minimum
number of items. We wanted a measure
of known size, easy to recognize and
easy to remember.
9. Our yardstick had to be acceptable —
It had to be a tool which could be
presented to, and accepted by, all
plant supervisors as good for the company and good for them, and as a challenge to prove their worth as managers.
10. It had to be adjustable —This meant
lending itself readily to annual revision
or to adjustment for major changes in
cost, such as in steel prices or labor
rates.

I. It had to be logical —We wanted a
yardstick tailored to our own situation.

To sum up, we wanted a budget which
would lead to continuous and substantial
2. It had to be complete —Every center of
responsibility in our manufacturing de- savings in manufacturing cost and waste,
partment and all plant activities had to at a minimum of wear and tear for "budgbe covered.
etors" and "budgetees." W e had to find
3. Our yardstick had to be realistic —It a budget technique which would give us
had to be based on a forecast of attain- these results. The main choice seemed to
able sales and on current costs.
be between a fixed or a flexible budget. I
4. It had to be fair — Monthly budget al- looked in the dictionary and found that
lowances had to be based on actual
plant activity (in our case, units pro- "'fixed" was described as "firm, rigid, unduced) and reasonable allowance for all alterable." The first I liked, but the other
costs.
two attributes seemed less desirable. The
5. It had to be selective —All cost had to definition of "flexible" was more elaborate:
be covered for the company as a whole "adaptable" (which sounded good), "conbut, for each center, only those costs
which were controllable, directly or in- venient," ..elastic," and "that which can
be bent, twisted or warped without breakdirectly, by that center.
b. Our yardstick had to be attainable —We ing." I worked my way through recent
saw no use in setting allowances so low accounting literature. For the most part, it
that our supervisors would be continu- seemed to reflect a general conspiracy to
ally behind the proverbial "eight ball ".
Frequent, or even regular, favorable kill off the fixed budget as old- fashioned
variances seemed more desirable for and obsolete. However, it did draw my
long -range benefit than constant negaattention to a technique of newer vintage.
tive performance.
It seemed to me, if used along with a fixed
7. It had to be uncomplicated —We much
budget for period costs, it might well be
preferred a few big guesses and a minimum of redistribution, as compared with the answer to our cost keeping problems.
endless small assumptions and fancy ab- Our management agreed and two months
sorption methods. We wanted the
budget to be concise and without frills, later we started 1954 with a direct costing
easy to develop and install, and easy to system and a fixed plant budget, with flex934
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ible allowances

for

important

items of

direct cost.
W e now have direct cost centers for
production, material - handling and shipping.
Here we mea sure ju st six types of variable
expense against standard direct labor for
product finished or against pounds handled.
Next, we have constant plant cost centers
which are charged, either directly or
through reserve accounts, with so- called
fixed overhead, including ordinary maintenance and all plant salaries. Constant
plant cost is on a fixed monthly budget and
charged to profit and loss each month as a
period cost. Finally, we have general plant
cost centers for central purchasing, central
engineering and overall plant management.
The combined cost of these centers is redistributed monthly to our three plants on
the basis of manhours at each plant.
Our plant budget most definitely is not
used to control manufacturing costs. It
merely accounts for them. For control, we
found it most effective to throw the daily
and weekly spotlight on every time card
going through our plants and on every
item of supplies and expense incurred in
each center. For example, our foremen in
Syracuse receive each day, a complete machine listing of all job cards handed in by
the men in their department for the previous day, showing direct labor by product,
part and operation, by number of pieces
made, by incentive rate, by hours and earnings, and by big " X " when rate is not
made! Indirect labor is shown for each
worker by nine different categories, ranging from the normal to the highly undesirable kind. Daily and weekly labor
summa ries for each center serve to keep an
eagle eye on the ratio of indirect hours to
hours of direct labor. As for direct labor,
we compute variance for every item in our
product lines.
It is this daily focusing and reporting
on each and every time card and the
M A R C H , 1957

monthly complete listing by center of each
dollar of expense incurred, which we believe has made our supervisors cost -conscious as never before, and provides the
kind of cost control at the source which
hardly depends on a budget.
PAUL G. GIERS
SIX WAYS TO GROW

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
T H E R E A R E I N D I C A T I O N S that the managements of some enterprises are dubious

as to the value of services accountants perform. This is at least partly because we
have not accepted the challenge of making ourselves rounded individuals, able
to dynamically and imaginatively impart
to others information it is our task to develop. I should like to propose a tool for
this development comparable to the business budget used in industry, which I shall
call a personal futu re bu dget. For a definition, we can paraphrase a description of its
accounting counterpart and say, "A personal
future budget is a coordinated pla n of personal action for maximum achievement."
For development of this personal future
budget, I have selected six "departments"
or areas outside the technical field of accounting which I feel will most assist the
accountant to gain in stature in our economy. They are:
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.

A
P
C
RS
O
I

Attitude
People
Communications
Related Skills
Organization
Initiative

The importance of a ttitude in gaining an
objective is generally conceded although few
of us ever take time to appraise our attitudes. However, they are conveyed through
our actions and it is only through dramatics
that we convey an attitude apart from our
real one. Even then, a careful observer
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can detect whether or not our pose is genuine or assumed. Therefore, the sure wa y to
convey favorable impressions to those about
us is to develop a proper mental perspective.
The standard for proper a ttitude shou ld be
to develop a positive, objective and cooperative sta te of mind. If ou r attitude is positive, we will take action when a problem
confronts us. If it is objective, we will give
a problem proper consideration. If it is coopera tive, we will work with others, giving
our unreserved effort to achieve a common
goal.
We g o now beyond attitudes to persons.
In recent years, much has been written concerning the importance of huma n relations
at all levels. It has been emphasized that
in is understanding causes disagreement between nations, labor and management, members of a family and individuals as such.
Therefore, the standard for development in
personal department P., having to do with
people, is the ability to understand our associates both as individuals and as members
of occupational groups. Understanding
members of an occupationa l group involves
analysis of those broad characteristics peculiar to people in similar jobs. W e find
that each type of employment requ ires certain background and aptitudes, and gives a
certain economic status and job environment. The task of understanding a specific
individual however, presents a more formidable challenge. Observe the individual,
the language he uses, his reaction in certain
situations, likes, dislikes, manner of dress,
work habits, personal habits and general
temperament. The u nderstanding of people
helps us to anticipa te the type of report a n
executive appreciates, eliminate irritations
that bother clerical help, and make just
decisions regarding the actions of given individuals.
On par with proper attitude and the
ability to understand and work with people
is a third area of our personal budget —the
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department of communications. The standard in this department is to communicate
effectively. This standard ha s several broad
requirements, i.e., to develop an understanding of language in its common and technical uses and its aesthetic qualities and to
develop facility in the several methods of
communication: conversation, public speaking, letter writing, report and technical
writing, and other media such as charts,
graphs, pictures, etc. It also calls for selection of the best language and method in
the particular situation. The attainment of
the skill of effective communication requires patience and continued effort. W e
must take time daily to organize our
thoughts and then give due consideration
to their presentation.
The objective of Department RS— Related
Skills —is to expand our areas of information and abilities fo include fields of endeavor which are closely allied to the field
of accounting. I believe, to paraphrase the
adage, tha t the modern accountant must be
a "jack of all trades and the master of one."
Here is a short list of what I consider related skills:
I. Statistics
b. Public relations
2. Mathematics 7. Personnel management
3. Economics
8. Labor relations
4. Finance
9. Investments
5. Law
10. Salesmanship
The list could be lengthened substantially. W e must continually strive to increase our horizons and search even further
for any knowledge which will enable us to
work more constructively with everyone in
our organizations. The ta sk is not as difficult as one might think. People like to
talk about their jobs, not only in terms of
working conditions, pay, etc., but in terms
of wha t they do, how they do it, a nd why.
To supplement this information, the habit
of using reference and technical books frequently will help greatly. This does not require "long hours of study." Fifteen minN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

utes here and there will have a real cumulative effect. The necessity for developing

yourself questions you cannot answer. Jot
them down and make a point of learning

related skills is tha t it gives the accountant
a better background for recording, interpreting and presenting accounting information; and for intelligently discussing the
problem of all segments of his organization.
Then there is the indispensible sense of

the answers.
Initiative is the final area for consideration here but not the least in importance.
It is needed in the solution of simple problems as well as the more complex ones.
How often does an accountant work with
a form —or a method or a whole procedure
—which he feels ca n be improved, but does
nothing a bou t it. Wha t a bout the a ccounting system viewed as a service function in
its entirety? Wh o should see that it is
brought up to date? I would be the first
to admit that taking the initiative quite
often leads to temporary frustration, but this
should make the undertaking all the more
a challenge. Further, we must use initiative
to help others do their jobs better. Many
times we withhold assistance from others
because we feel the matter is none of our
business. It ii our business if we can be
constructively helpful.
Accountants should grow in stature as
individuals and their profession will gain in
stature, too. As we ta ke ou r rightfu l place
with top management, more and more companies will benefit from the constructive
work which we can provide, not only in recording the past but also in pla nning for a
better future.
CLARENCE W. BROWN

structure, i.e., organization. Business accomplishment today is measured in terms of
teamwork. The fu nction of Department O
above is to improve k nowledge of the team
and the work it does. W e may approach
such understanding through an organizational chart which shows what is done,
where, and who does it —the duties, jobs
and responsibilities of our associates as
well as ou r own. It never cea ses to a maze
me how little some accountants know about
their own organizations. I have even found
instances in which accountants were unaware of the source of original accounting
data. Take a moment, lean back in your
chair, and visualize your company's operations. Do you see merchandise being ordered? Who does it a nd how does he k now
what to order? How is it shipped to the
company? Wha t methods are used in the
receiving department? Continue to ask
yourself similar questions until you have
covered all the functions of your organization. The chances are that you will ask
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Books
Management Accounting for
Profit Control
1. Wayne Keller, McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330
West 42 nd St ., New York 36, N. Y. , 1957,
435 Pp., $7.

Presented "both to students a nd to accountants of industrial and commercial companies," this work (the a uthor of which is
controller of a large industrial company and
also a Past National President of N.A.C.A.
and Past Chairman of its Research Committee) offers "an interrelated system of accounting, controlling and reporting," to use
wording which appears in the preface. Readability is a feature of the text which develops the portions of its overall topic in
considered sequence from the basics of organization and costing to the a rea of planning and decision. A thread of illustration
runs through the entire book "based on a
hypothetical company manufacturing fibreboard."
Accounting Trends and Techniques
Research Department, American Institute of
Accountants, 270 Madison Ave., New York
16, N . Y. , 101h Edition, 1956, 299 pp., $15.

That this compendium of financial statement practice is noted above as a loth edition should be amended by the reminder
that the work is an annu al and each year's
edition brings fresh data. Covered are reports for "fiscal years ending within the
calendar year 1955" of 600 "survey companies" represented by quotations from reports and "nearly 700 additional reports
(which) were informally reviewed and
(are) referred to wherever appropriate,
throughout the study." Inventory valuation
practice is one of the areas of emphasis.
Specialized Accounting
Homer St. Clair Pace and Edward J. Kouder,
Pace and Pace, 296 Broadway, New York,
N. Y. , 1957, 487 pp.

A revised text in the Pace series, this vol938

ume opens with a timely chapter on accounting for domestic and foreign branches
and proceeds in subsequent chapters to department stores (including instalment sales),
consignment, venture, construction, and receivables financing accounting, "estates and
trusts," bankruptcy accounting, and institutional accounting, with two final chapters
on municipal accounting. Each chapter opens
with orientation in the characteristics of the
field to which it relates.
Professional Ethics of Certified
Public Accountants
John L. Carey, American Institute of Accountants, 270 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.,
1956, 233 Pp., $4 (Paper -bound $3).

Strictly in the public accounting field buof interest throughout the broader accounting field in which there is a constant endeavor to maintain a type of independence
which contributes to objectivity in dischargeof accounting functions, this book by the
Executive Director of the American Institute is a substantial revision of his much
earlier work. There is a chapter devoted
to "ethical responsibilities in management
services" and one on "relations with
clients."
Appraising the Economics of
Electronic Computers
Frank Wallace, Controllership Foundation,
Inc., 2 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. ,
106 pp., $4.

Both the body of this book and its appendices are relevant material to the student
(an inclu sive term toda y) of the potentia ls
and applications of computers in the processing of business information. A team
study is recommended and described. Installation problems and operating costs are
likewise dealt with. The appendices are
four in number and concern "How a ComN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW, January, 1957 (College of Commerce and Administration, c/o Carson Cox, Ohio State University, Columbus 10, Ohio, single copy
$1.50)
Why Accounting? Dixon Fager6erg, Jr.
Tho Nature of Business Costs, General Concepts. Norton M. Bedford.
Capitalization of a Public Utility and the Measurement of Income. Harold
Bierman, Jr.
Streamlining Auditing Techniques. Herman W. Bevis.
Auditing Electronic Records. Felix Kaufman & Leo A. Schmidt.
LIFO as a Spur to Inflation —the Recent Experience of Copper. Waino W.
Suoianen.
Needed: More Informative and Understandable Financial Statements from Gov.
ernmental Units. Delmer P. Hylton.
Reports to Top Management. James Don Edwards.
Qualifications for College Accounting Teachers. Harry R. Price.
Fixing "Fixed Assets ". Frank A. Singer.
Observations of an American Cost Accountant Abroad. W . H. W right.
CANADIAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, January, 1957 (Chartered Accountants
Bldg., 69 Bloor St. East, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada, single copy $.50)
A Review of Electronic Data Processing Equipment. Leo J. Lacey.
THE FEDERAL ACCOUNTANT, September, 1956 (P. O. Box 53, Washington 4, D. C.)
The Accounting Organization of a Subsidized Steamship Company. John J.
Creevy.
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, February, 1957 (270 Madison Avenue, New York
16, N. Y., single copy $35)
Presentation of Special Reports. John W. Queenan.
Organizing for Management Services. Louis A. Ryan.
Business Combinations. A.I.A. Research Department.
THE PRICE WATERHOUSE REVIEW, December, 1956 (Price Waterhouse & Co.,
56 Pine St., New York 5, N. Y.)
Materials Handling. Herbert Bison.
RETAIL CONTROL, January, 1957 (100 W est 31st Street, New York I, N. Y., single
copy, $35)
Management's Stake in Budgeting. Kenneth C. Tiffany.
THE W OMAN CPA, December, 1956 (342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New
York)
The Small Businessman and His Accountant. Mary F. Hall.
Modern Accounting Functions in Management. R. F. Anderson.

puter Works," "Application Examples,"
"Su mma ry of Equipment" and "Operations
Research." Initially, three possible benefits

and introduction of operations research or

of computers "to an industrial company" are
discerned as reduction in clerical cost, development of control information otherwise
too expensive (or impracticable) to obtain,

William Eustis, automation Management, Inc.,
Westboro, Mast., 1936, 99 pp., $7.50.
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like techniques.
A Primer to the Automatic Office
Not primarily —or even secondarily—concerned with accounting, this historical re939

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM BUSINESS PERIODICALS
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT, December, 1956 (74 Fifth Avenue, New York I I ,
N. Y., single copy $35 to members, $1.00 to nonmembers)
Organization Planning for Effective Management. William R. W illard.
Executive Responsibility for Automatic Data Processing Systems. Lowell H. Hattery.
MANAGEMENT METHODS, November, 1956 (22 W est Putnam Avenue, Greenwich,
Conn., single copy $.50)
Can You Afford the "Practical" Approach to Electronics? Rolla R. Ross.
MANAGEMENT METHODS, December, 1956
Inventory Management: Strategic, Tactical, Technical. Donald W . Moffett.
THE OFFICE, December, 1956 (232 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y., single
copy $.35)
A Piecework Payroll System That Saves $7300 a Year. Harry Edelson & Dorothy
Duke.
OFFICE EXECUTIVE, December, 1956 (132 West Chelfon Avenue, Philadelphia 44,
Penna., single copy $.50)
Modern Internal Auditing. H. Ranson Taylor.
How to Develop a Job Evaluation Program. Claude G. Killingsworth.
OFFICE EXECUTICE, January, 1957
Automation: How to Assess Its Practical Value. Robert H. Allen.
Planning for Cost Reduction, Wesley B. Edgar.

Manual of Office Reproduction
Irvin A. Herrmann, Office Publications Co.,
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. ,
November 15, 1956, 210 pp., $3.25.

Containing both advertising and text in
abundance, this compilation is arranged by
type of product — twenty-two in all. They
are carbon paper, substitutes for carbon
paper, gelatin hectograph, fluid, stencil, relief, and offset duplicating, camera photography, contact photocopy, contact printing,
facsimile master preparations, automatic
typewriters, automatic data processing, com940

munication, facsimile and punched card
data transmission, impression, stamps, addressing methods, tabulating, signature, and
other imprinting machines, a nd binding and
finishing equipment.
Management
Foreign
Manufacturing Subsidiaries
or

view, exposition, and advocacy of electronic
equipment for office operations is of concern to a ll whose attention has been dra wn
to this equipment. The presentation is of
the "simplification" school of exposition,
with both diagrams and photographs for
illustration but does not hold back from
technical details. It is more descriptive of
the equipment and its various "abilities"
than of specific applications.

E. R. Barlow, Harvard Business School, BosIon 63, Mass., 1956, 223 pp., $3.50.

Within the ma teria l of Cha pter IV of this
book —the interest of which to industrial
accountants will be apparent from its title
—is a subhead, "advantages and disadvantages of variou s types of control" which
will remind readers of a set of problems
attendant on decentralized domestic operations but which are even more difficult of
solution in foreign ones. Control of accounting methods is specifically (if briefly)
considered. There is some stress on Mexican operations in various portions of this
study but its approach is, nevertheless, comprehensive.
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

3ordour i1flonvatioll
A SCENE OF ACTION
IT W O UL D B E P O SS I BL E

to conjure up

several reasons why Business Action in a
Changing World, edited by Henry C. Thole
and Charles C. Gibbons (Public Administration Service, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago 37,
Illinois, 1956, 319 pp., $5.00) is worthwhile reading for accountants. One of
these reasons may, possibly, be hard to
take. There is almost no mention of the
accounting function in the 27 papers of
which the volume consists. Grouped under
four broad -scale section headings "Changes
Facing the Manager of Tomorrow ", "Adjusting to Changing Conditions ", "Management Action in Specific Areas ", "T he
Guaranteed Annual Wa ge and Business
Stabilization ", the 23 contributions specify
marketing, production and research management at various points but have little, if
anything, to say about financial or cost
mana gement in a functional way. Nor does
the appended bibliography, sectionalized in
the sa me ma nner a s the body of the book ,
offer a ny bu t cold comfort, for it is a ll but
bare of implication that there is an accounting function.

One More Opportunity to Learn
The foregoing comments, however, intended a s fact rather tha n opinion, may be
considered to show bias only (if at all)
through the avenue of praise, and not
blame. They signify that the book presents an opportunity for the accounting
reader to study management action (to u se
the wording of the title), as there presented,
objectively and creatively with the thou ght
in mind at all times, "Wh a t can the accountant do to facilitate matters ?" Accountants know tha t they are in charge of
an information system. Whether it is sufficiently comprehensive, selective, prompt,
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accurate, pertinent and communicative, they
do not always know, or how to correct
short - comings. They will not be particularly concerned about lack of mention in a
book which can assist them to overcome
other lacks.
And this brings these paragraphs to the
further reasons why the contents of Business Action in a Changing World may
interest readers of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin
and why, hence, it is selected for the contents -type review introduced here from
time to time. These other reasons are the
varied backgrounds of the contributors (resembling in many respects the varied backgrounds of principals in company management who a re colleagues of the accountant
in his day -to -day discharge of his functions), the even more varied character of
the business problems presented, and the
descriptions of actions which may be appropriate to them. Here interest ma y focus
strongly in terms of the questions, "Is this
action on an adequately informed basis ?"
and "How might it be made so ?"

Structure of the Presentation
As a start on the nature of the papers of
which the book is composed, it may be
appropriate to derive the k eynote from the
editors' five -page preface entitled "Survival
and Growth of the Industrial Firm in a
Dynamic Economy ". It closes with several
paragraphs under a subcaption, "Managing
for Tomorrow ", of which the following is
next to la st, a nd perhaps climatic:

"Ordinarily when we refer to good
management we mean doing today's
jobs better: better selling today; better production efficiency today; better
product development today. For most
firms, doing today's jobs better is a
great challenge and a source of profit.
Managing for today is a great challenge, but there is even greater chal941

lenge in managing for tomorrow. This
book is about managing for tomorrow.
While the subject matter of the selections included in this volume may seem
superficially to be quite traditional,
their focus is on tomorrow: and that
focus is the reason for bringing them
together."
It may be supposed that, although the
design on the cover of a book may be more
intended to stimulate reading than to indicate contents, it should do the latter also
and, if it does —as in this case —a description of the work may dwell a moment upon
it. The reader of this book is faced with
the words "Business Action" in red followed by "in a Changing World" in bla ck ,
both above a black grid (with unidentified
scales) across which a jagged red line
plots an ascending curve. The symbolism,
quite apparently, is one of growth —at least
of expansion, which may be either hollow
or solid growth. Here, perhaps, in the
"challenge" reiterated in the quotation
which has been given above and the rea son
why the "selections" ha ve been brou ght together. In short, "action" and "cha nge"
embody motion and growth or expansion
imply a particular type of change. The
action, it seems, is the critical function so
that sound growth will emerge. Wha t,
then, are the topics of the papers which
are considered serviceable to this emergency? By divisions of the book and in
abbreviated wording, they are:
I Changes facing the manager
I. Role of management
2. Tomorrow's manager
3. Industrial trends
4. Buildup of the business cycle
5. Atomic revolution
6. Automatic control
7. The changing market
II Adjustment to changes
8. Insuring growth
9. Obstacles to growth
10. Managerial manpower
11, Decisions for tomorrow
12. Security for private industry
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13. Problems in prosperity
14. Small business and depression
III Action in specific areas
15. Research in industry
16. Product planning
17. Market leadership
18. Production principles
19. Flexible facilities
20. Measuring productivity
21. Stimulating productivity
22. Employees and productivity
IV G.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

A. W. and stabilization
Threat or promise
Stabilization as good management
Stabilization methods
Production and distribution
Pre - requisites for G.A.W.

The Changes In Store
It is impossible (and not desired) to put
a book on three pages. It is possible and
perhaps desirable, against the structural
background already given, to sample the
contributions to this book to help the
reader judge where most lie wishes to go
further. In "T he Changing Role of Ma nagement", Douglas M. McGregor gives
three "threads" he considers to be "emerging as a pattern ". He says: "the first —is
the belief that willing collaboration of
people is the only sound way to achieve
the objectives of a free enterprise system.
The second is the growing confidence in
the abilities and potentialities of the ordinary man. The third is the emerging genuine self - confidence that includes a good
measure of humility and a genuine social
conscience ". In "T he Manager of Tomorrow", Peter F. Drucker comments that
"the new technology" will require that
"the entire business be seen, understood,
and managed as an integrated process ".
Five areas of change are discerned by
Erwin H. Schell in "Basic Records and
Their Challenge to Management" as changing "industrial obsolescence rates, influence
of financial incentives, nature of executive
authority, relations with the public, and
(the) changing price of national security ".
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

"Thinking Ahead: Breakup of the Business
Cycle" contains the viewpoint of Summer
H. Slichter that "the day may eventually
come when the growth of production and
employment will not be seriously interrupted by drops in either production or
employment." The discussion by John J.
Hopkins of "T he Atomic Revolution" includes the point that "After the stimulus
our scientists have given us, the next stage
ahead is to resolve our engineering
choices ". John Diebold, in "Automatic
Control: Today's Industrial Revolution"
comments "we now think in terms of control systems, of networks of instruments
and regulators. This approach exemplifies
much of what is radically new about today's Industrial Revolution ". The section
of the book on changes fa cing management
closes with "T he Changing American
Market" by Gilbert Burck and Sanford
Parker who look to "a science of consumption".
Adjusting to the Changes
For "Insuring Company Growth Under
Changing Conditions ", the contribution of
Curtis H. Gager presents, among other emphases, a ten -point outline for growth
planning and for "stimulating creativeness
among associates and subordinates ". As
"Obstacles to Growth ", Keith Powers includes "the unprofitable item ", the "lu re
of bigness" a nd "downstrea m management'
of the facets of the latter is described as "u sing new job opportunities to
find places for problem personnel "). J.
Douglas Brown divides the "fu nctions performed in modem mass production" into
four major stages in attacking "the new
problem —of adjusting our manpower resources to the pattern of demand required ",
in writing on "Meeting Requirements for
Scientific, Engineering, and Managerial
Manpower ".
Drucker's second contribution, "Today's
MAR CH, 19 57

Decisions for Tomorrow's Results" describes finding "events that have already
occurred, events that lie outside of economic conditions, but, in turn, shape those
conditions, thus basing a decision for the
future on events that have already happened". Protective measures in terms of
positive actions for sa fety of individual enterprises are explained in "Long -Term Security for Private Industry" by Erwin H.
Schell. This is followed by the paper by
C. Canby Balderston entitled "T ime to Fix
the Roof is When the Sun is Shining ",
which notes problems embedded in prosperity, naming as typical "decisions . . .
relating to capital additions, elimination
of waste by efficient controls and by mechanization, and development of new products . . . (a nd) . . . decisions to acquire
other firms through purchase or merger ".
Closing the section of the book on ma king
adjustments to conditions is Robert V.
Roosa's "Small Business and Depression ".
He says: "One of the outstanding difficulties of small business management revealed
by this depression experience (of the
1930's) was the failure of the principals
to impose upon themselves a rigid self discipline during prosperity".
Action in Specific Areas
The third section of Business Action in
a Changing Wo rld turns the attention from
management functions to particular problems of management and the fourth and
final section considers, in the several contributions which make it up, the broad but
none the less specific problem of employment stabilization, with special reference to
the guaranteed annual wage plan and its
variants. These particular problems are
certainly not less worth the interest of a
reader —and possibly could merit more interest —but they multiply the already difficult problem of indicating here the nature
of the contents of each section. It seems
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appropriate to name and briefly characterize each, rather than to include a "garnish" of quotation from text.
There is a logic apparent in the succession of topics in the first three papers devoted to particular problems. T hey are "Industrial Research: Geniuses Now Welcome" by Francis Bello, "Product Planning" by Charles H. Kline, and "Conditions of Marketing Research" by Arthu r P.
Felton. We are largely back in production
in the five which follow: "T he Principles
of Production" by Peter F. Drucker, "How
Flexible Shall W e Make Our Plant and
Facilities ?" by Robert P. Neuschel, "Measuring the Productivity of Capital" by Joel
Dean, "Management Technique for Stimulating Productivity" by Joseph M. Juran,
and "Employee Attitudes and Productivity"
by Charles C. Gibbons.
Mr. Bello reviews the steadily magnifying interest in research by industrial companies, notes its nature, and notes also the
growing competitive stimulus to it a nd the
evaluation problems which result. Mr.
Kline takes the company's existing product
line as a point of departure for product
planning, introduces tests which may be
applied and suggests policy considerations
in this area. Mr. Felton opens with a
statement of "three essential conditions of
marketing leadership ", discerns ways to
fail in the attempt, and considers at some
length how marketing policies may recognize market facts. To Mr. Drucker, there
is both old and new -style mass production
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which he associates with the principles of
operations research. Balance is the central
thought which Mr. Neuschel carries
through his paper directed to the question
of "specialized ", "all - purpose" or "combination" plants. Messrs. Dean, Juran,
and Gibbons, concerned with the apparently tangible but, in fact, elusive matter
of productivity, deal with means of realizing the concept as useful leverage for
more and improved production.
The introduction into the book, as its
final section, of discussions of the guaranteed annual wage will be noted as of interest on the point of why, in a treatment
of management broadly conceived, this
problem is raised above others for attention. It may be thought of as part of the
field of wage administration. Related problems that could have been so treated are incentives and profit sharing, and less related
areas of ma nagement which could conceivably have been similarly singled out are numerous. However, it cannot be doubted that
the topic has necessary standing in the eyes
of the editors. The papers included are:
"Labor's T hreat or Promise" by Summer H.
Slichter, "Stabilization of Employment Is
Good Management" by Charles C. Gibbons,
"Methods of Company Employment Stabilization" by Samuel L. Wilson, "Coordination Between Production Management and
Distribution" by R. E. Burker, and "Prerequisites for a Gu ara nteed Annua l Wage"
by Henry C. Thole and Charles C. Gibbons.
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